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T was a crowded, cluttered place for storage into which we were huddled when
the brigands came to order me to write
the second letter, announcing our capture and
the sum demanded for our ransom. If they
had been terrible to us before, how much more
now, when they found themselves baffled in
their expectation of securing, in a few days,
the enormous ransom which they demanded
for us. The same three again ranged themselves before us, fully armed as before, while
their fierce words and fiercer manner struck
terror to our hearts. We sat in our corners,
their helpless captives, upon the cloaks which
they had spread, our only place for sitting or
lying. Their voivoda, as we took him to be,
wasagain the spokesman. We had namedhim,
to ourselves, '' the Bad Man,'' and thus, for
months, we designated him to each other, only
abbreviating it to " the B. Man " sometimes,
until, on a memorable day, after God had marvelously delivered us all—brigands and captives—from most imminent peril, we found
that we had forgiven even " the Bad Man,"
and he seemed, as Mrs. Tsilka said that glad
day, " like an angel."
Having announced to us the failure of our
first attempt to establish connection with the
world, and to set in operation measures which
might induce action somewhere for our release, this cruel-faced and cruel-mouthed voivoda commanded me to make a second attempt

to open correspondence. He transferred the
field chosen for negotiations from Macedonia
to Bulgaria, from Bansko, on the slopes of the
Perim Mountains, to Samokov, in the Switzerland of the Balkans, lying close by the pass between the Rhodope and the Rilo Mountains. He
commanded me to choose one of our missionaries there to whom I should address the letter,
acquainting him with the facts of our capture,
the reason therefor—to extort the ransom
of twenty-five thousand Turkish pounds—after mentioning the fact of our futile first attempt to open a correspondence, by which
eleven days of the twenty set as the limit for
the payment of the ransom had already been
consumed. He also commanded me to request
our busy missionary to go at once to Constantinople, bearing a second letter, inclosed, addressed to W. W. Peet, Treasurer of the Turkish Missions of the American Board, to whom
I had previously written a letter which was
lost. In this letter I was commanded to ask
him to request the American Minister at the
Porte to secure a cessation of the movements
of the Turkish troops who were pursuing the
brigands, on the ground that, in case of an
encounter, our lives would be most endangered. They said that they were thinking to
add fifteen days to the nine now remaining
from the first time-limit. I pleaded for twenty;
they compromised on eighteen. Twenty-seven
days to live! Twenty-seven days for our ap-
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peal to be taken to Samokov by foot messenger, thence to Constantinople—and the world!
One hundred and ten thousand dollars! Not a
para less! No Jewish bargaining here! Our
captors made our hearts heavy because of
their cupidity. The only material point of difference between the letters which I was now
ordered to write and those previously written, was a reference to the changed manner
of the brigands towards us. At first we had
thought them terrible enough, but after they
had announced their reason for our capture,
we saw in them a constant effort to treat us
humanely. " We took you for money," they
had said sententiously. " It is for our interest
to keep you well, that we may get the ransom ! ' ' Hence their care at every point to
guard us from falling, during our frequent
nightly journeys, and from undue exposure to
inclement weather; to provide for us food as
abundant and as varied as the resources at
their command would allow, and to give us
occasionally a considerate word. Now, however, all was to be changed. Because of the
failure of my first messenger to execute his
commission, which had resulted in such loss
of time, they would treat us with every severity, and were this second attempt to open
negotiations to fail, they would no longer be
trifled with. " There will be a bullet for you,
and a bullet for her,'' indicating my companion, Mrs. Tsilka. Feeling again all my nature
• rising within me in indignation at this conduct of men who had dared snatch us away
from our God-given freedom, and made us
their helpless victims—but recognizing the
impotence of any remonstrance—I arose from
our corner, and seated myself upon a projecting beam. They produced from one of the
small satchels, which every man wore strapped
across his back, some crumpled sheets of paper, a bottle of ink, and a pen. Again they remained and watched me, which was exceedingly irksome to me. I begged them to relieve
us of their presence while I should complete
the two letters. They said that was impossible. " Who knows what else you would write
for your own purposes if we did not watch
you ? " I protested that I would write only
what they had commanded, and that they
should see every word; but they sneeringly
disregarded my plea, and continued their
watch. We concluded that they had never had
captives before who comported themselves as
honest, truthful people, and for themselves,
their nefarious profession as brigands made
them hold every man a liar.
Finally, the letters and the copies of them
were completed, leaving me with strained
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nerves, flushed face, and aching head. Our inexorable captors had, however, one more demand to make of me. " Now write an authorization to the bearer of this to receive the entire
sum demanded for your ransom, writing out
the amount in words and then putting it in figures, and signing your name."
" Is it not possible to indicate this sum, or
some portion of i t ? " I asked, seeking to
leave a loophole for hope. " N o ; it must be
the whole sum. And there is to be no Jewish
bargaining here!'' was the brutal answer. Indignation overmastered prudence in me as I
felt my impotence to resist his demand, which
was signing not only my own death-warrant,
but also that of my hapless companion. I
burst out with, '' I only hope that some of
your sisters, if you have any, or all of them,
maybe put into justsuch an awful strait asyou
are putting me in now! " The brigand's eyes
flashed ominously. " You want a brother to
destroy his sister! That's it, is it ? " " No,"
I answered, '' but only to know in your own
experience how my four brothers feel, who
love their only sister quite as well as you can
love yours!" He fumed, while my indignation
was quenched in the tears called forth by the
recollection of my brave brothers and our precious mother, grieving, in ignorance of my
fate. But not yet did I forgive our tormentor
wholly. Forgetting that I was not in position
to command, I told him he might be seated
now. "Saidnate!" IsskiA. "SaidnateI" hereseated in scorn. '' Saidnate! Indeed!'' while
I realized, with trepidation of heart, what a
storm I had roused, and trembled for its possible consequence. Fortunately, this fiery man
was not alone. I did not see him restrained
by his companions, for my eyes were bent upon the task imposed by them, but quietness
reigned until I had signed the fateful receipt
which was the price of my life—of our lives
—and then they filed out.
We had before this learned the answer to
Mrs. Tsilka's agonized question, which she
put after the brigands informed us that they
had taken me for a ransom—" But why was
/taken ? ' ' They told us that they had learned
our plans for our journey, just who were to
be in our party, the route chosen, etc., and
had laid their plans accordingly to intercept
us. " We intended to take your oldest Biblewoman, Mrs. Oosheva," said they, " but she
was so ill when we captured you—half dead
in fact—that that was out of the question;
then we took you to be company for Miss
Stone." When alone by ourselves we puzzled
over the problem. How could the brigands
have learned that Mrs. Tsilka was the only
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other married lady in our company beside the
sick mother ? The more we puzzled over it, the
more clearly we became convinced that it had
been God's plan that she should be taken. We
had all eaten of the same honey on that fateful third of September; but one had been
made ill—the mother whom the brigands had
planned to make prisoner. Mrs. Tsilka had told
me her sacred secret, of her coming motherhood, which she had hardly breathed as yet to
mother or husband. Although it seemed almost like the desecration of what was most
holy, and most peculiarly her own, with her
consent I had acquainted the brigands with
the fact of her delicate situation, on one of
the first days of our captivity. Then I based
upon it a strong plea that they should free us,
while there was yet time, and not lay themselves liable to the curse which highwaymen
hold in special horror—the curse which they
believe to be entailed if they cause any injury
to a woman with child, or to her little one
either before or after its birth. The men
looked grave as they listened to me. Perhaps
they thought it was a ruse on our part to escape. At any rate they answered, " It is too
late. The dance which we have begun we must
dance through to the end! " Would they have
come to that decision could they have foreseen that the dance with varying movements
was to continue within a few days of six
months, or could we have looked consciously
at such a fate,, and have retained either our
reason or our life ? As time passed on, both of
us became convinced that there was no mistaking God's plan that Mrs. Tsilka should be
captured with me. Her helplessness appealed
most strongly to the brigands. One of the
steadiest among them made her his special
care. He it was whose arm was always ready
for her, and who patiently steadied her steps,
who mounted her and dismounted her, who
spread the brigands' cloaks for our bed, and
often tucked us in. I shudder to think how
much harder it would have been for me had
not their tenderer natures thus been appealed
to by my companion's approaching motherhood.
Although we were debarred the possession
of paper and pencil, I managed surreptitiously
to use my remaining Waterman pen to underline passages in the Scriptures, which proved
to be specially comforting to my heart. When
its ink was exhausted I lamented more than
ever the loss of its companion pen during our
first night's journey. I had referred to the loss
when I discovered it, that first day, under our
leafy booth; but the brigand to whom I addressed my remark answered brutally,'' Namah
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chorbadjee-luk tukah " (There is no masterful
ordering here!), and I ceased my inquiries.
As the days wore by we were painfully con^
scious of the lack of the commonest necessities of life. With food we were supplied in
those first days ad nauseam. When our hearts
were sick with longing for the blessings of
freedom, how exasperating to be asked what
we would have for dinner or for supper as
though our captors might have had comn_.and
of the finest market of the province! We often
quoted to ourselves, in bitterness of spirit, the
couplet from'' Mother Goose for Old Folks,''
remembered from school days:
" Victuals and drink were the chief of her diet,
And yet this poor woman scarce ever was quiet."

However, we philosophized, we must eat to
live, in case we should be ransomed some time.
One day one of the brigands shamefacedly alluded to the fact that we had no change of undergarments. " No, we've nothing but what
we wore when you captured us," I assured
him, for, being so much Mrs. Tsilka's senior,
she wished me to be chief speaker, although
she was my chaperon! " I've lost all my handkerchiefs," she admitted. " And her blouse,
sleeves are in ribbons," I added. "Then make
a list of the most indispensable things," said
our guard, "and we will do what we can about
getting them." Later we missed the "Good
Man," and wondered whether he had not gone
on a search for them. Our surmise proved correct, when, after a few days, he returned with
some undergarments and socks—men's, of
course—some cotton for our handkerchiefs,
needles, thimbles (which fitted us, too), spools,
and cloth for two blouses. Here, then, was
work for us to do. With what avidity we set
about it! We cut our white cotton cloth with
our new shears, giving ourselves each four
handkerchiefs, and then we hemstitched them,
to make our work last as long as possible.
What a blessing that work was to us! We
had always our morning reading and prayer,
and then we wanted something to do. Now
we had it. We cut out our two brown blouses
also, and made them, for Mrs. Tsilka was in
great need of hers. Mine I fondly believed I
should never wear, but should send it by her
to some Albanian girl in the mission school
of their home city, Kortcha, for which they
were en route when we were captured. Our
supply of light was limited, as it came through
broken places in the withe-plaited wall,
through which also we caught glimpses of
green hills and trees beyond. At night we
were quite willing to walk out a little distance
with our guards and lie down upon their great
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cloaks, unfailingly spread for us —to breathe
in the fresh air of heaven, tofillour lungs and
quiet our nerves. Sometimes the guards would
bring us grapes to eat, or pears, or apples,
and then we sat up and feasted. Once, when
I unwisely presumed to wander too far by myself, an unwary step sent me headlong over
the edge of a bank. I struck on the side of
my face, and, continuing to fall after striking,
scratched ugly ridges into my face from the
edge of my hair to below the cheekbone. Here,
again, was an instance showing how gladly we
would have welcomed death from a natural
cause, to free us from the horrors of our condition as captives. I am sure I made no outcry,
and had only a feeling of disappointment, when
I was helped to my feet, to find that beyond
scratched hands and face, and the general
shock from the fall, nothing had befallen me
which would not in time be healed. The "Good
Man" here appeared in a new role, for he produced from somewhere some antiseptic cotton, with which my wounds were washed and
bound up. Enough gravel remained ingrained
in my face to have caused lasting scars, under
any ordinary circumstances, but now, thirty
weeks after the fail, almost nothing remains
to remind me of that accident. When my face
and head were bandaged, my appearance must
have been ludicrous enough, for Mrs. Tsilka
still laughs at the remembrance of it. However, neither of us had any desire to look at
all attractive in that company. She, being
young, often pulled her white head-kerchief
far down over her eyes, almost hiding her
face.
It was during these days that we found several opportunities to talk with some of our
guards concerning some of the truths in God's
Word which gave us such comfort, and kept
us steady and generally even cheerful in our
strange and gruesome surroundings. One
day two of the younger brigands were our
guards. Time hung heavy on their hands. They
were quite willing to talk. We looked into
God's record of some of those who made their
human lives sublime and their names immortal because they accepted God's plan for
them, and hated wrong, while they gave themselves to be possessed by the right. We talked
of Joseph, exalted from his prison to honor
second only to King Pharaoh; of Joshua,
mighty as was Moses, because God was with
him; of Daniel, delivered from his den of lions,
because no sin was found in him, and his God,
in whom he trusted, sent and shut the lions'
mouths. We talked of the abstinence of Daniel and his three friends, and made it the text
for a little temperance sermon. The brigands
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were greatly addicted to smoking, and one of
these young ones was rarely to be seen without a cigarette in his mouth, while his companion, we were thankful to note, was as rarely to be seen with one. This seemed to me too
good an opportunity to be lost, and I told them
of the experience of some of our American
'' first young men'' who were rejected by the
army medical examiners when they applied
with their regiments of militia to be accepted by the general government for service in
Cuba. Some of them wept and implored to be
allowed to go. Others offered money for the
privilege. The examiners were inexorable.
' ' You have a weak heart, a tobacco-heart,
which cannot be trusted to bear the shocks of
war." So they stayed in America because they
had loved their cigars too well. Not long after,
I was delighted to find Meeter trying to live
without his smoking.
While we were talking upon the necessity
of being right with God and right with men,
Meeter said: ' ' Then we brigands must go to
the bottom of' the lake which burneth with fire
and brimstone!'" We said to him,'' God never
made that place of punishment for you or me
or any human being. He prepared i t ' for the
devil and his angels.' No soul will ever get
there unless he chooses the companionship of
these evil ones, and rejects God and all His
sweet constraints toward truth and holiness."
The young man listened, and several times
afterward borrowed our Bible for reading.
Some of the older men did the same. God
knows whether it was to scoff at it, or to find
some comfort from its sacred pages. With
some of the older brigands we also had a few
talks on religious topics. One evening, under
the starry skies, two of us stood and talked of
the mighty power and love of our God, who
stretched the majesty and the beauty of the
heavens, into which we nightly gazed. It was
easy then to talk with that brigand, for something stilled his tongue. Was it the solemnity
of the night ? Was it a realization that God
was there ? Certain it was that he seemed
to listen without caviling, though from his
lips sometimes fell words indescribably shocking to us with their blasphemous unbelief.
'' Who knows whether God made man, or man
God!" he questioned once, and several times,
when too copious drafts of intoxicants made
him careless of speech, he said: " God is an
old man. He cannot do His work without us to
help Him! " Thus said others of our guards,
until we almost expected some instant visitation from heaven upon them for their infidel
blasphemy. Yet He came to us by His signal
deliverances, when even the hardest-hearted
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must have admitted to himself:
" God alone has saved u s ! "
During the autumn nights we
were taken out from the hidingplaces in which we were so closely concealed all day. When we
did not travel, we lay on our
couch of the men's cloaks, or on
leaves or straw, as the brigands
might find for us. My young companion slept the deep sleep of
youth, while I kept watch, not
being able to abandon care. One
evening, weeks after our capture, when we had thus been taken out of doors under the trees,
one of our guard suddenly inquired if I had heard that President McKinley had been shot.
He might have refrained from
asking, since we had no way of
learning anything unless they
chose to tell us. Inexpressibly
shocked, and almost unbelieving
that anyone couldbefoundwicked enough to lift a hand against
our noble, loving, and beloved
President, I questioned to learn
all the man would communicate.
When he ceased, I took a liberty
never presumed upon before, and
paced up and down, keeping well
under the shadow of trees. For a
time no one objected; then there
was an alarm. Some one was approaching, who might be merely
a stranger, or might be a foe.
" Gather yourself together and They had permhted me to ivrite an appeal to secure the balance of the
sit down! " was the imperative
order to me in an undertone. I quickly obeyed. companiment. One Albanian dance was espeThe men stealthily crouched behind stone walls cially weird and grotesque. After the cold
and trees, took aim with their guns, and wait- weather obhged the brigands to put on their
ed. The intruder proved to be inoffensive, and white woolen leggings, they seemed elfish, not
the alarm passed. Nothing,however, could lift human, with their legs suspended spider-like,
the burden of sorrow from my heart. Our noble in the movements of this dance. Sometimes
President cut down, weeks before, and there they would take merrier measures of Greek,
was no one to tell me whether he still lived Bulgarian, or Turkish dances. When chilled
wounded, or had died. What was his beloved by cold, they danced to warm their feet. The
wife doing? What was our nation doing? Some doctor, when without his cloak, because either
time after, in answer to my repeated in- Mrs. Tsilka or I was wearing it, often slipped
quiries, the man said that President McKinley under Chaoosh's, and the two had a merry
had died. I felt lonely and desolate, a for- dance and song, provoking merriment in us
eigner in a strange land, indeed, when none all.
of them evinced any sorrow whatever at We had begun to hear rumors of movements
that tragic taking off of one of the most up- on our behalf. The brigands said that Dr.
lifted and spotless of characters. So little did Haskell had promptly complied with my rethey care or appreciate my sorrowful feel- quest, and had gone to Constantinople to conings, that they would frequently indulge in fer with Mr. Peet and the representatives of
dances, singing softly to themselves the ac- our government there. They seemed much
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pleased with his prompt, decisive action. After a little they seemed less pleased; began
to give vague intimation that there was a
widespread movement on our account; that
the United States Government had called upon
Britain and Russia to aid her in iinding us, and
in bringing our abductors to justice. They also
said that our pictures were in papers, that souvenir postal-cards representing us with the
brigands had been gotten out, etc., to all of
which we listened as in a dream.
It was evident that affairs had taken such a
turn that it was of no use for the brigands to
enforce their threats of taking our lives after
the expiration of a certain number of days, if
they hoped to secure the ransom. But v/ould
they keep us indefinitely ? There had been a
fearful afternoon some time before, when they
had gathered again, and commanded me to
write a third letter, extending the limit of onr
lives by ten days more of grace! Again the black
cloud of hopelessness settled down over my
soul, as they commanded me to write that, if
the ransom were not forthcoming at the expiration of the ten days, they should " proceed to the operation" of taking our lives. The
" Bad Man " was not of the number this time.
It was the " Good Man" and his associate in

Mrs. i^erejlttka
Dimeva

ahducted

guarding us, who conducted this interview,
and showed us how terrible even they could
be. " If the full amount of ransom cannot be
raised in this short time," I found courage at
last to say, '' you cannot proceed to murder
us, women who have done you no harm. It
would be a shame and a reproach to Turkey!''
At this the " Good Man" (heaven help the
title!) burst out in uncontrollable fury: "Why
shame and reproach to take the life of two
women, when unnumbered women and children
in Turkey suffer nameless outrages, and are
put to death daily!" His fierceness showed me
the uselessness of any appeal for mercy to these
men. I turned with a bursting heart and overflowing eyes to write the awful alternative
which they set before me. Just then—was it a
miracle which God wrought to give new courage to my sorely tried heart ?—looking up at
the sky, the rain came suddenly dashing in
oblique lines from a black cloud; then burst
out the sunshine, showing one of the most
brilliant rainbows just before our eyes, which
I have ever seen. Scarcely had it faded when
it was repeated at a little greater remove, but
hardly less brilliantly than at first. We laid to
heart the sweet assurance that our God had
not and would not desert us, however helpless
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we might seem to be in the hands of our captors. " If thou canst break My covenant of
the day and of the night, so that there shall
be no day or night,'' sang its sweet assurance
of steadfast abiding in the faithfulness of God,
and our hearts were strengthened.
Some time later we were fold that ConsulGeneral Dickinson had gone from Constantinople to Sophia to undertake our case in person. We were not told whether Dr. Haskell
had requested him to take this responsibility,
or whether he had himself wished to do it, or
whether our government at Washington had
asked this service of him. We only knew that
he was now the one to treat with the brigands. The intelligence was very welcome to
me personally, as I had met the Consul and
his family, socially, the previous year,andknew
him to be a sagacious man and an earnest
Christian. I told all this to the brigands, and
implored them to allow me to write to him a
letter undictated by them. Strange to say,
they complied with my request, gave me pen,
ink, and paper, and left me free to write.
A great and marvelous thing had happened
that morning, which had lifted Mrs. Tsilka
and myself to the seventh heaven of joy and
hope. It was now October 29th. During the
night the brigand who had been in Sophia negotiating had arrived at the sheepfold on the
mountain-side in which we were then kept.
No sign was given to us of his arrival until
we had made our limited preparations for the
day. Then he came, with others of his companions, and stood before us. Right gladly we
greeted him, for we were always hoping for
tidings aboutthe payment of the ransom when
he came. With a pleasant smile he held out a
letter toward me. I could scarcely trust my
eyes. Aletter—forme! At last a message from
somebody in God's great world. Then we were
not forgotten. " Do you recognize the handwriting ? " he asked, as I studied the superscription. " Indeed I do," I answered unhesitatingly. " It is the handwriting of one of my
own dear pupils, a graduate of our mission
school in Samokov, one of whom we are always proud as the present Court Stationer to
Prince Ferdinand at Sophia.'''' Read it then.''
With joy radiating from every tone of voice
and feature of face, Mrs. Tsilka keeping close
by my side, I read the blessed words in my
own language:
MY DEAR KAKA* STONE :—

You must think by this time that your friends have forgotten you, but remember that you will find when once
you are with us again that your true friends have tried to
* Kahkali, as tliis word is pronounced, is the term used for an
older sister, and is the dear name by which this Wend and her
husband had for years called me.
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do all that they can for you, and more than that, God has
put it into the hearts of others who. have never known
you, to work, perhaps, the hardest of all, for you to be
saved. We are working and praying day and night for
you. Your friend and mine in Philippopblis gets letters
from Mrs. Atwood. Your brothers and mother are well,
but very anxious for you. My mother and my three boys
are well, praying for and constantly talking of you. God
be with you! Please write on this same letter with your
own hand what you have to say, and, if possible, of your
condition, and send it back by the same man who brought
it to you.
Hoping to see you soon, I am with love,
Your LITTLE SISTER.

The men stood around watching us, and
eagerly listening while I translated the letter
into Bulgarian—this was the only language
which we had in common, as I was not sufiiciently familiar with Turkish, Greek, or Albanian, in which languages we heard them
speaking. As they heard the expressions,
" We work and pray for you," and again,
'' My children and my mother pray for you,''
the " Bad Man" said with a sneer, " Yes,
they pray and they pray, but where's the
money? " But nothing could trouble us now.
We were too happy with this first written
assurance that some one was remembering
and loving us, and praying and working for
us, to mind the insults of the " Bad Man "
or any of his companions. We hastened to ask
for pen and ink, to comply with the request
of my friend to write the answer on the same
sheet of paper. It was with great reluctance
that I realized that I must give up this letter
which seemed so like a message from heaven,
until the man who brought it suggested that
I might copy it. Pen and ink were brought.
I copied the preciouswords, and we kept them,
with our Bible, for frequent reading, to encourage our hearts with this proof of the anxiety and loving activity of some of our Bulgarian friends on our behalf.
\
Having written the letter upon the remaining pages of the same sheet, I begged the
brigands to permit me to write a letter to
Consul-General Dickinson, who was in Sophia.
Permission was granted me to do this, and I
wrote a full account of our situation; told him
how exposed we were to the weather, which
had become inclement; and that as we had only
the thin summer garments in which we were
captured, we suffered from the cold. I then
begged him to do all in his power to free us
at the earliest possible date from our sufferings, and assured him of the satisfaction which
I felt that he had undertaken the case, for I
saw in him not only the representative of our
great and powerful nation, but a personal
friend, who would bring every influence to
bear to secure our release from the brigands.
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upon us, and the threatening weather compelled t h e m e n t o
remove us from that location.
That night came the
snow as we traveled. I
had cherished a fond
hope that we should
either be released, or
should receive word that
we were to be released
before Thanksgiving
Day. Consul - General
Dickinson, who had been
so long in Sophia, negotiating on behalf of our
g o v e r n m e n t , as an
American, I reasoned,
Facsimi/e of one of the sowvenir postal cards
would naturally return
to his family in ConstanAfter finishing this letter, I begged permis- tinople to keep this great feast day-; but we
sion to write another letter to my mother and waited and watched in vain for the return of
family. The men looked grave over this re- the brigand who had been sent to treat with
quest, but finally gave a reluctant consent. him^.
What-a delightful day we spent over that The night before Thanksgiving, overborne
writing! It was not easy to sitmirled up a, la with hope deferred and the sorrowful pictures
Turque, writing all one day on one's knees, conjured up by my mind of the many homes
but the delight of being allowed to write and in America which, like us, had waited in vain
to have a letter to answer far more than for some joyful tidings, I was pacing up and
compensated for the discomfort. Late in the down in a tiny space in one corner, when the
afternoon the letters and their translations guard on duty observed to Mrs. Tsilka the unwere ready and delivered to the brigand who happiness of my mood and remarked upon it.
was to take them, whither we did not know, '' How can she be happy,'' said she, ' ' when
but who, we had faith to believe, would send to-morrow is Thanksgiving Day in her counthem as designated. Then began anotherWait- try?' ' She then went on to tell him the meaning time, but how different our feelings now! ing of the day, how it was observed, and
We had received the assurance that loving what happy experiences she had had during
hearts were aroused in our behalf, and were the, years she had spent in American homes.
putting forth strenuous endeavors for our re- That young brigand laid her words to heart,
lease. One of the brigands later, in comment- and must have influenced his companions in
ing upon that day, remarked, " We saw then the band, for the next morning, when we had
the power of a few written words to change made our scanty preparations for the day, he
said nonchalantly,'' A turkey has been killed.
lives."
Now that the burden of our captivity was How would you like it cooked ? " The touch
in a measure lightened, inasmuch as the hope of kindness, so unexpected, from a captor to
which the brigands also had that they should his captive, dissipated in great measure the
receive the ransom for which they had cap- cloud of sadness which weighed down my spirtured and were so resolutely holding: us, had its, and, thanking God.for this mercy, we put
changed their demeanor toward us to one of on a more cheerful mien. In another way,
consideration, we could observe the details they made the morning appear like Christmas
of their life about us. We noticed them occa- morning, for another brigand came in and
sionally playing games, rolling stones in the spread out upon our pallet of straw purchases
open square of the deserted sheepfold on the which some one had made for us. There were
mountain-side in which we were then con- warm woolen socks, a pair of thick woolen
fined. Once in a while two of the merrier- nether garments, over which we laughed and
hearted among them would stand up for a laughed, in place of the long leggings for
dance, to the accompaniment of "the air which we had asked. During the cold winter
hummed by the music lover. But the cold was nights of our subsequent travels we saw that
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the brigand's choice for us was much wiser
than our own would have been. Thus the daypassed more cheerfully than we would have
believed was possible.
They kept from us the knowledge which they
had all day of the failure of negotiations for
the ransom in Sophia. Their messenger was
with them Thanksgiving morning, but kept
out of our sight all the day. The next morn-
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ing, however, they told us the sad news, with
stern determination adding:
" Now we'll take you so far away that not
even a bird will know where you are, eight
hours (about twenty-five miles) from everywhere. We'll keep yoijfiveyears, if necessary,
but we'll have the money!"
We said,'' We must hav^.warmer clothes to
wear,'' and asked them if they could not pro-
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cure for us some woolen homespun. They inquired if we could make the dresses, for they
said, "Of course you can have no machine."
We begged them to get the cloth, and trust
us to be able to use it. Some days later there
was a roll of thick brown homespun laid in
our corner, and a smaller roll of still thicker
white woolen cloth, like what they used for
their foot wrappings under their moccasins.
Then followed busy days, for they hurried us
to be ready. Our fingers were stiff and lame
from cutting and sewing this unwieldy materia], but in two days our skirts and sacks
were in wearable condition. Along with the
homespun, wonderful to say, those-brigands
had remembered buttons and braid, the latter of so heavy a quality and abundant quantity as to allow us one row for trimming.
The next night they started with us for that
threatened destination of our more distant
exile. We traveled and traveled night after
night, through piercing winds and bitter
cold, ascending to a great altitude, until we
reached a little opening where stood two huts
which men sent before had just built. The
freshly hewn trees, the ground covered with
chips, branches strewn all about, showed how
hastily the work had been done. They took
us to the smaller of the two rude stractures.
An open fire blazed in one end opposite the
door. Before it had been spread down the
coverings of our bed. That was all there was
room for in our hut. Theirs, at a little remove, was larger, but they made their fire
outside before their door. Alas for our visions
of a place which we might fit up with a woman's ingenuity with some small degree of comfort ! There was no way to keep out the cold
wind which swept through the chinks between
the split logs of which our hut was composed.
The men covered us with their cloaks, leaving
themselves exposed to the rigors of the winter nights, but even then they saw they could
not keep us well. Beside this, we had left an
open trail behind us, which exposed the party
to danger of discovery. In this lonely mountain retreat in the leafless forest, with towering peaks encircling us about at still greater
heights, what was there to hinder some adventurous hunter for wild game, or spy with
evil intent from seeing those two huts, with
smoke issuing from them, or even the captive
women, moving freely about outside their own
door? For here we were allowed freedom to go
out of doors, to look upon the blue sky, to
thank God that once more we might see the
light of day. The' very first morning a sweet
bird sang to us, disproving the prophecy of
the men that they would hide us where even
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a bird could not find us. A certain brigand
boasted that he, better than any other, knew
how to roast a sheep before the open fire.
Toward evening, one day, a huge fire was kindled before the door of their hut, a sheep
killed and spitted upon a long green branch,
and the roasting process began. Tired of
staying alone, and dreading the long evening
without light, save from the fire in our hut,
we walked down to their rendezvous. They did
not seem displeased that we had taken this
liberty, but indicated to us a seat upon a log,
and later, put a sack filled with leaves behind
our backs to break the force of the wind.
Here we sat to watch the roasting, and to regale ourselves with the pleasing odor, for our
appetites were keen upon that mountain-side.
Our supper of black whole-wheat bread and
roast mutton had a particular relish that night.
Finally our captors came to be of our opinion
that the place was unsafe, and lost no time in
moving us. Again there were nights of great
exposure and of suffering from the cold. They
made for us, at their captives' suggestion,
boots of sheepskin, which we could wear outside our rubbers, and these materially mitigated our suffering from cold feet. Of course
it would not do for us to be losing our rubbers,
as we had done before, when removing our
feet, numbed with cold, from our rope stirrups,
that we might warm them by swinging them.
On this return journey, one night, our guards
made a stop in a place where it was against
their inclinations to stop,but did so out of consideration for Mrs. Tsilka's sufferings from a
longer journey. That night was enacted the
tragedy of an attempt on the part of another
band of highwaymen, who had arrived at the
same place a little before us,to take us captives
from the brigand band that held us, and secure
the ransom for themselves. Our ever-watchful
guards in some way became suspicious of the
plot and were on the alert. As the darkness
settled upon us, there was a sudden sound of
musketry. Mrs. Tsilka was roused from deep
sleep, horror-stricken by the sudden, alarm.
We captives were alone, in absolute darkness.
It was my custom to watch while she slept, and
I had observed whisperings and movements
which assured me that something unusual was
being prepared for. Our guards were outside,
and successfully resisted the first attack.. One
or two came inside and moved us into an inner
compartment ~ a closet. Here we crouched in
a corner through all the hours of the night,
a guard of our own captors remaining with
us. Occasional shots kept us aware that the
place was besieged all night. At about twelve
o'clock (Turkish), as dawn was approaching.
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they took us to the horses, which had been
ready for our journey during the night, and we
essayed our escape. A shot fired in our direction, just as Mrs. Tsilka was being mounted,
drove us quickly back under shelter. The men
maintained their guard. Later a villager approached, proposing terms of treaty. A shot
from a guard stationed above us and suspicious of treachery struck in his heart, and with
a loud cry he fell dead. We waited yet longer
in suspense, not knowing whether a sudden
rush would be made to overpower our captors
and fire the place, or whether Turkish troops
had been summoned to their aid by our attackers. During this moment Mrs. Tsilka and I
decided the question that if worst came to
worst we would take our death at the hands
of the guard who stood over us rather than
fall into the hands of those unknown highwaymen or of Turkish troops.
As the morning wore away, our men decided
to make another attempt to escape. No shots
had been heard for some time, and they gathered that the enemy might have withdrawn.
Cautiously, and fearing every instant a shot
from behind us, we climbed the steep ascent
to gain the path. At length we had passed
the brow of the hill and were hidden from
sight. No shot had been fired, nor had we
heard the voice of pursuers. We were exhausted with the climb, and a brigand ventured back and brought up two horses for us.
We hastily mounted, caring nothing that no
pillow or blanket softened the wooden ribs of
our pack-saddles. We took the halters in our
own hands, and with hearts overflowing with
relief at our merciful preservation,we hurried
on after the men who led the way, who constantly turned to us with injunctions to make
speed.
What a wonderful day that was to us, when
captors and captured alike rejoiced in their
salvation from the horrible fate which threatened all through the night. We freely said to
them, " God has saved us," and one of them
admitfed, " I prayed, too, I tell you; I prayed
from the bottom of my heart." And we said,
" We know you did, for only God could have
saved us."
This was the most desperate of our encounters during our nearly six months of
captivity, but there was not a night during
which we traveled, nor a day during which
we were hidden away from the knowledge of
every one in the world save those who held us,
helpless in their power, when we were not exposed to dire peril. Vigilant watch was always
kept on every side. Our prayer to be allowed
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to go out into the fresh air, or to lift dark
curtains, or to remove board shutters, so that
a little more light might come to us, was
refused, lest some stranger might by some
chance discover where they were hiding us.
Many a day we were not allowed to speak
above a whisper, lest some strange man should
hear and betray us. Of course, we were never
allowed to sing. One Sabbath night, early in
our captivity, while we were concealed in a
spot in which the cradle for hay indicated that
its use was a stable, the remembrance of our
happy Sabbath evenings at home came strongly
upon me, and I said to Mrs. Tsilka, " I wonder
if they would let me sing—of course, softly."
We seemed to be on a hill-side, remote from
any habitation. Our guard noted the query,
and remarked to Mrs. Tsilka, "Let her understand that she is to do nothing without permission."
Sometimes it seemed to us that we should
never know our own voices again; that we
should need to learn to walk, so long did we
sit curled up tailorwise in the corners allotted
to our use. " I don't believe we can ever laugh
again," said Mrs. Tsilka, "if we are ever
freed." The sadness of hope deferred ate into
our very souls. Thus passed the long weeks
of waiting. Sometimes the brigands vouchsafed to us a few words of rumors from the
outside world. More frequently they told us
stories at which we wondered whether they
could be true or not, but which we had no
way of disproving, until after our release we
learned that they had told them to us as fairy
tales are told to children.
Meantime we were left to wonder and wonder why we were not ransomed, if it were
true, as our captors said, that the money had
been raised. Once, indeed, in their mood of
desperation at receiving back to their midst
one of their own number, with a command
from our negotiating party in Sophia, which
they chose to regard as a pretext merely to
gain time, the men had said to me, " This note
that you now write is the last letter you will
ever write." The letter was an appeal to the
American public to secure the balance of the
sum, if all had not yet been raised, or, to demand that such pressure be brought upon the
parties holding the ransom that the money
should be paid.
The burden of confinement and of anxiety
was becoming intolerable. The plea was written and dispatched, and again we waited, hearing nothing from it. This was early in December, and we waited, and waited, and New
Year's found us still waiting.

(To be continued)
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AYS had deepened into weeks, and
weeks into months, since the 4th of
September, the day after our capture, when I had informed the brigands of the
delicate condition in which my fellow-captive,
Mrs. Tsilka, was found. When they first asked
me my opinion as to the length of time which
might elapse before the ransom could be paid,
I told them that on account of Mrs. Tsilka
it would be impossible that we could remain
! with them more than three months. They then
thought that the term of our captivity would
be far shorter than that, as they afterwards
confessed to us, deceiving themselves with
the idea that the money would be forthcoming
immediately, within not more than twenty or
thirty days.
During November, as negotiations were
dragging their slow lengths along, and there
seemed no prospect of our speedy release, although we were always hoping for it, Mrs.
Tsilka began to be troubled because she could
make no preparations for the little one whose
coming was drawing near. I took it upon myself to inform the brigands of the state of
things, and in very plain language told one
of them of the exigencies of the situation. His
face looked anxious, even troubled. I fancy it
is not an easy thing for brigands to know
where to turn to find materials for a baby's
wardrobe. He looked so stern that my heart
almost quailed, but the exigency was imperative. I told him we must have some kind of
white woolen cloth —flannel if they could find
it—and some thin white cotton cloth for the
little dresses. He heaved a deep sigh, and
finally said: '' Well, make a list of the most
indispensable things, and we will see what we
can do about getting them."
They were moving frequently from one place
to another at night, as they had done from
the first. Once we found ourselves shut into
some place partly underground, from the ceiling of which, between the slats, looked down
at us a long, lean rat. At first he was at a distance, but as the brigands left us, after completing their task of arranging our couch of
dried leaves and hay, the rat came cautiously
nearer, until he looked down upon us from a
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broad crevice just over our heads. An inch of
candle, stuck upon a log, gave all the light
which we had in the dingy place, but it lasted
long enough for me to snatch up a stick, with
which I was rejoiced to find that I could reach
the ceiling. Thus armed, I lay down by Mrs.
Tsilka's side. For a time I kept watch, occasionally striking the slats a blow from the
stick to remind our visitor that we were awake
and on guard. Mrs. Tsilka, with a woman's
natural antipathy to rodents, was quite nervous, but finally sleep overcame even her
fears. We saw no more of the rat, however.
Once in a great while we asked the guard who
happened to be with us if it were not possible to
find from somewhere water and conveniences
to do a little indispensable washing. If they
found it practicable, the water would be forthcoming some time during the day, together
with some wooden trough or kettle in which
we might wash out a few pieces. We had each
but one towel. The number of our handkerchiefs was very limited. We had but one
change of undergarments, our one pair of
stockings pieced out by two pairs of men's
black cotton socks, which the brigands had
provided for us. It was not every day that we
could have the luxury of washing even our
faces, because of scarcity of water. We must
have water to drink. We could more easily go
with unwashed faces and hands. Hence it was
not so strange that our one piece of toilet soap,
provided by the brigands, lasted us fully three
months.
At length there came a day when a bundle
was given to us. No shopper at home more
eagerly opens her packages after an expedition to the stores than we that package of
cloth. There was the white woolen cloth and
the thin white cotton cloth. The former was
the coarsest I ever saw, and the latter was
only the thin, cheap cheese-cloth which the
brigands used for the cleaning of their guns.
There were also spools of cotton for our sewing. Mrs. Tsilka was willing to make the best
of what was brought to her, and merely remarking that that coarse flannel would grow
softer with washing, she took the shears and
speedily cut out several blankets, the little
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piiining-blankets, and one tiny shirt. From the
cheese-cloth she cut three little dresses, two
little caps, and as many shirts, and a headkerchief both for herself and for me. Now our
work was ready for us. With zest we seated
ourselves close by the window, to take advantage of all the light there was. Oh the blessedness of work! The hours had seemed to us
interminable before. After our morning devotions we had occupied ourselves in talking together, and sleeping to gain strength for a
possible journey at night. Our meals were not
varied enough in viands,nor sumptuous enough
in the serving, to consume much time. Sometimes when one of the head men came in, and
inquired how we were passing the time, we
vfould say,'' Oh, we're sitting and talking, and
talkingand sitting." But now all was changed.
We were occupied quietly and happily. We
could even lift cheerful faces when one of the
brigands asked us what we were doing.
The hours and days sped away more swiftly;
and all too soon we had finished binding the
blankets with crossway bands of plain cotton
cloth, and had made the little dresses and pinning-blankets. Still there was no word of release.
We had been transferred to a sheepfold on
the hillside. Macedonia is a pastoral country.
As the season advances the shepherds lead
their flocks of sheep and goats from the plains
to the more abundant verdure on surrounding
hills, and later, as the herbage becomes scanty
there, they ascend still higher upon the mountains. As the cold of winter approaches, these
Wallachian shepherds retrace their steps, leaving many a sheepf old and shepherd's hut unoccupied upon the mountains and hillsides. It
was in one of these sheepfolds that we now
found ourselves. The brigands were all about
us. One corner was reserved for us. From
somewhere they had found straw, which they
spread down upon the hard ground, and hung
a screen of boughs and leaves before us. We
could look freely into the open yard. The
weather was now cold, and our fingers were
often too chilled to allow us to work; but
when the sun had warmed the air we opened
the package which was becoming so precious
to Mrs. Tsilka's heart, for it contained the
humble wardrobe which we were preparing
for her baby. At least we could see now, and
we feather-stitched wherever we could find
any excuse for feather-stitching, and hemstitched wherever we could put in a tuck or
hem. This was all the work we had, and we
made the most of it. One of the coarse
blankets even bears a row of embroidery done
with simple white cotton thread, upon which
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Mrs. Tsilka, in her passion for work, occupied several otherwise tedious hours. No
young mother in happier surroundings takes
more pride in the daintily lined and perfumed
drawer in which she lays the beautiful wardrobe for her little child, than did this bravehearted woman as she undid the square of
coarse hempen cloth which contained her
little one's outfit. Her loving fingers often
folded and rearranged the little garments
which, in our rude surroundings, actually
seemed soft and dainty. We varied our work
with investigations in the saddle bags, to see
if haply there remained any apples or pears,:
with which the brigands occasionally supplied;
us. We were fortunate, indeed, to have so
many of them, and some varieties were very
nice.
When my companion was overborne, as she
som^etimes was, with her sorrowful memories
and her longings for her dear ones, especially
in anticipation of her coming trial, I more than
suspected that the brigands sometimes got up
some sort of a show of athletics or manoeuvers or a gamxe to divert her attention from
herself, for they were greatly disconcerted
when she was more than usually sad, and evidently distressed if she gave way to tears.
Their superstitious fears were strong upon
them, lest some harm should come to her or
to her little child. To avert the threatened
curse they took many precautions, which
greatly alleviated our condition as captives.
The time had long since passed for the expected arrival of our tiny guest. Mrs. Tsilka
sometimes impatiently longed for her little
one,to break up the monotony of our lives, and
furnish us occupation and amusement. I could
not share with her this eagerness, from fear
of the possible complications which might
arise. How could we provide for the needs of
a baby ? How could we protect it from the
cold on our travels during the wintry nights ?
Would the brigands have patience with the
baby when it should cry ? No, I could not
agree with her, but hoped. and prayed that
the day might come for our release before its
birth. I pleaded with the brigands to release
Mrs. Tsilka, if it were possible for them to find
some place to which to send her; if not to
her home, or to some place v/here her mother
might be with her, at least to some house in
which she could have the ministries of women,
and some of the comforts of a home. I an-j
nounced to them my willingness to remainV
alone with them until I could be ransomed,';
if they would only have mercy on her; but
they, as well as we, were nightly expecting
word from their messenger concerning the
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results of the negotiations for our ransom. possible to us. Only one guard, and he one of
So they procrastinated and procrastinated. the youngest of the band, remained by the fire.
Meantime some change came over their He sat with his face between his hands, sobered
plans, as we judged from their movements, by the momentousness of the hour,until I bade
though they vouchsafed no information. They him go out and guard us from the outside.
compelled us to take long journeys night after A little before eight o'clock in the evening,
night, and Mrs. Tsilka, as well as I, was ten in the light of the fire and a smoking kerohours in the saddle the night preceding her sene lamp, a tiny maiden joined our band of
baby's birth. These nightly journeys occa- captives. As I took her in my hands and looked
sioned her untold sufferings. On the last night, into the wee face, a great wave of love filled
when the path became too steep to permit us my soul, and I said to the mother, " I conto ride up, we were compelled to dismount gratulate you with all my heart. You have a
and climb. A man on each side assisted each ' blessed baby girl'! " She thanked me, while
of us, and one behind Mrs. Tsilka tried to give a sweet content filled her pallid features. In
her additional help. Overcome by her weak- that chilly, draughty place, there was need of
nessandpain, she moaned out to them, "Leave speed, lest our newly arrived guest should find
me here to die. I cannot go any farther." this world too harsh in its reception to her.
Moved to pity by her extreme agony, the I passed her over to the old woman whom the
brigands encouraged her by saying, '' Only a brigands had found somewhere, and brought
few steps more," and supported her far more some distance to be with us during that
tenderly than they had ever dreamed they hour of trial. With no bathing, without being
could support a captive. The end of the ten rubbed even with vaseline, which had been
hours' journey found us hidden in an isolated procured for the emergency from one of the
hut, almost entirely monopolized by two huge brigands who was provided with it to lubriwine casks. Just under the one opposite the cate his weapons, our baby was wrapped in
doorway, between it and the glowing open its blankets and laid by its mother's side to
fire built upon the earth floor, were spread rest. Mrs. Tsilka, as a trained hospital nurse,
the straw and leaves for our bed. Upon this had known just what to do, and had told me^
we sank down exhausted, and were soon in a her wholly inexperienced attendant, just what'
deep sleep. It seemed to me not long after should be done at every point. She had said,
when I was roused by Mrs. Tsilka moving " I am not afraid."
about, quite contrary to her usual custom after It was time to announce the advent to that
the fatigues of such a night's journey. She said brigand keeping guard outside the door.
that she was so res tl ess and i n so much pain that What a change had come over his face and
it was impossible to sleep. There was little sleep manner as he reentered the hut! The deep
for either of us during that day. Perhaps one depression had given way to relief, if not
of the guards suspected what was about to positive joy. His movements were quick and
happen, even before I did, for he came to me and alert. I said he might go and tell the rest of
talked very seriously about the desirability of the band that all was well. He took a large
our continuing the journey the next night, gourd, went to the cask which was so nearly
and hoped that Mrs. Tsilka would understand overhanging Mrs. Tsilka, and drew a generhow extremely necessary it was thatwe should ous portion of wine. Then he went out, still
go on at least one night more. I told him that maintaining that strange brigand silence, to
he knew perfectly well how willing Mrs. Tsilka carry the glad tidings to his companions. He
had proved herself to do all that was pos- had taken the wine that they might drink to the
sible. She had said to them most patheti- health of the mother and her little daughter.
cally one day, '' I shall go as far as I can, and Quiet reigned in the hut. The baby voice
when I cannot travel longer you must leave whose lusty cry had proved that the little
me, if you cannot stop." As the day wore lungs were strong and well was hushed. The
away it became at last clear to Mrs. Tsilka eyes which had opened so brightly and looked
that she could not go on that night, and about upon its strange surroundings in this world
ten o'clock (Turkish), orfourin the afternoon, were closed, and our little one and her mother
I communicated this fact to the brigand. He rested. The old woman, sitting by the fire, was
looked serious in the extreme, and even con- a picturesque feature of the scene. About her
cerned, I thought; but simply said, " If she head was wound a white kerchief, and her
cannot go, we must find some other way," thin, delicate features were brought out in
and went away to confer with the members of strong relief by the firelight. Her village costhe band, who were somewhere else.
tume suggested that she might belong to a
Meanwhile we made what preparations were family of wandering Wallachian shepherds;
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but we never knew who she
was, or where the brigands
had found her. We had not
asked for such assistance,
nor supposed that they could
or would provide it if we had
asked for it. Although she
knew only the superstitious
customs which prevail among
ignorant, isolated peoples, it
was a comfort to have an
older woman, a mother, with
us. She wrapped the little
form i n i ts swaddling clothes,
and attended to the necessary work which followed.
She hung a kettle of water
over the fire, into which we
put barley to boil, to provide
barley water for the mother.
In anticipation of the event
which had now taken place,
we had been obliged to ask i-'i'iJSs-^
our captors to provide us l?^j?l§
some special articles of food,
such as the mother would
need for nourishment. They
had looked awed and solemnized, realizing the gravity of the hour which threatened them, and had promised
to do what they could. They
made good their word, and
had provided for us barley,
prunes, sugar, and tea, and
later found for us some potatoes, and more frequently i .^
than before a chicken, from
MISS STONE AND MRS. TSILKA'S BABY
which we could make broth.
When our barley water was ready so far as the men used to fall upon their food ? " " Oh,
we could prepare it with no milk to add to it, yes," I answered her. " We used to say' It
we gave it to our invalid. The baby, too, soon sounds like pigs eating at their troughs.' "
let us know that she had come into the world " That's how baby got her smack," said Mrs.
hungry. What should we do ? Her cries would Tsilka.
not be stilled; so with the mother's consent When their hunger was satisfied, and the
we tied a bit of cotton into a thin cloth, and, mother and baby were composed to sleep, and
dipping it into the barley water, put it into the two brigands had resumed their watch by the
tiny mouth. The baby took hold of it with the fire, and the old woman was nodding in her
greatest eagerness, testifying to her apprecia- place before it, I laid myself down in a tiny
tion of it by very audible smacking. From her space under the cask, for my place on the back
first meal this was a characteristic of our lit- side of the pallet of straw must now be given
tie maiden, and many a laugh we had over to baby. All was quiet. At some time during
baby's smack,which always gave notice of her the night my eyes opened, to see that that
satisfaction when being nursed, or when any brigand chief had taken up the baby, and sat
one who might be holding her put a finger in holding it in his strong arms, his head nodher mouth to keep her quiet at any critical ding over it with uncontrollable weariness,
time. " Don't you know where baby got her The mother, too, had not failed to be aware
smack?" said Mrs. Tsilka to me one day. of his action, and had watched him sitting
" Don't you remember how audibly some of there. As she saw with what tenderness he
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THE MOTHER AND HER BABT
held that little form, her fears lest the brigands would be cruel to her baby began to be
allayed, and her heart was comforted.
Sabbath morning dawned bright and beautiful. We begged the men to allow the door to
stand open a little, that Mrs. Tsilka might
look out and be cheered by a glimpse of the
bright blue sky. She delighted to watch the
contrast between the sere, brown leaves of
the forest and the brilliant blue. When lost in
sleep during the night she had dreamed that
windows were open behind her. There were
no windows in the hut, but the spaces between
the thatched roof overhead and the stone wall
upon which its supports rested, gave abundant opportunity for fresh air and mountain
breezes to enter the apartment. How thankful she was for the fresh air, and for our comparative freedom from the guards. The day
passed quietly and happily. No longer was
time to hang heavily upon our hands. The monotony of our lives was broken up by the needs
of the mother and her baby; indeed, the days
were hardly long enough. We stewed some
prunes and put a chicken to boil. The holy
hours passed with a Sabbath quiet in our souls.
Toward evening a request was brought from
the rest of the band that they might come to
congratulate the mother, and see the baby.
Mrs. Tsilka gave a happy consent to their request. We arrayedbabyinherlittlebest,which
consisted only in putting about her, outside
her swaddling clothes, the white crocheted
woolen Afghan for which they had somewhere
found us some yarn. After it was quite dark
the men came filing in. They were in their
full dress—their weapons all in place, their
hands and faces remarkably clean. I held the
baby in my arms. Each man passed straight
by the fire, which burned brightly, and, standing by the mother, lying there in its light,
proffered to her his congratulations. He then
congratulated the old woman, sitting by the
log which kept the sparks from lighting the
straw pallet upon which Mrs. Tsilka lay. Then
each congratulated me, and looked into the
tiny face of the baby, murmuring some word
of blessing, as is their custom. It was a scene
worthy an artist's skill. During the day I
had asked Mrs. Tsilka if she had a name for
baby. " Oh, yes," she said, " I have decided
upon that. She shall be called Elena. That is
my mother's name and yours. She shall be
named for you both, and in English I will call
her Eleanor." Hence the men were introduced
to baby Elenchie, for we must have her name
in the diminutive form for so tiny a girl. They
began to talk in a light, even merry, strain.
The relief from the superstitious fears which

ii']

had so long oppressed them was very great.
The care which they had taken of Mrs. Tsilka
had not been in vain. " Now," they said, " we
must provide an outfit for the baby." One
must make her a pair of little moccasins; another a cloak, such as they wore; another, a
brigand's suit; still another, a cap; one must
compose a song in honor of the occasion; and
still another must set it to music. Their talk
had its desired effect, for the mother's fears
took flight, and she lay and smiled, happy in
the consciousness that something had awakened in the heart of even the hardest of our
captors, and that her little one would be
guarded safely by them. The brigand who was
holding baby passed her back to me, and I gave
her, rather half-heartedly, I confess, into the
outstretched arms of Chaoosh. How afraid we
had been of this terrible-looking, black-bearded brigand the first time he had been set as
a guard over us. He might have been a Turkish deserter, for he wore their dark blue redcorded uniform, and a fez surmounted his
thick black hair. He it was who had more than
once terrified us. One night, when we were descending a steep hill on foot,through a forest,
but a little time before, when all were maintaining the strictest silence, he had suddenly
and without orders discharged his musket.
Everyone sank, overcome with terror, into the
shadow of the nearesttree,and waited to learn
what would happen. Was it a sudden attack
from some enemy ? Soon the guard who had
been assisting me in the descent said lightly,
to allay our f ears," Oh, it's only our Chaoosh!"
Other brigands appeared upon the scene, vociferating as vehemently as they dared, and expressing their disgust by spitting, as they said,
"That Chaoosh! That Chaoosh!" Chaoosh
had seen astrangemanleadingstrangehorses,
and without consultinghis comrades had fired.
There were no bounds to their indignation, but
time was too precious to be wasted even upon
vituperations. The captives were mounted
upon the horses, and the line moved on as
rapidly as possible, to get out of that region
of danger. Here must havebeenoneof our marvelous deliverances, for no attack from any
source followed that untimely announcement
of our whereabouts.
At another time, when there had been an
alarm about the hut in which we were confined, far up on a mountain side, other members of the guard had contented themselves
with looking out of the foot-square window
which gave light to our apartment; but when
Chaoosh looked out, he pressed his gun upon
the glass until it gave way, that he might look
out more clearly. Faithful as a dog to any
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trustwhich might becommitted to him,he yet arrivals. The animals had been brought for
showed himself rash and without judgment, the night's journey. We were in readiness, in
and many a time we feared what he might do accordance with the command of the brigto us. His were the hands which were now ands. The old woman had prepared the little
outstretched to take Baby Elenchie. Grasping one as warmly as possible for her exposure
her in them both, he seated himself at once to the night winds and cold. I had taken the
before the fire, Turk fashion, and rocked her precaution to tie bits of sugar into a thin
back and forth. Then he proceeded in his cloth, to provide against the crying of the
quick, imperative way, to give me a lecture baby from hunger.
on the proper care of a baby. Of course I had Three of the brigands, from among the
uncovered the little face to let them see her. younger of them, lifted Mrs. Tsilka, lying on
" You must not do so," he said; " you will her straw pallet, and laid her in that box
cause her death of cold. You must do so and which had been prepared for her. All of us
so," emphasizing his remark by folding her who stood around felt the tremendous responblankets, as well as her Afghan, over her face. sibility which the men were taking in moving
' ' You have not grown up with babies, as I her that cold night. She looked up into the
have," he added, as he gave her back, with faces of the men as they laid her in the box,
many another injunction as to the care which and said,'' Now say' The Lord forgive h e r ! ' "
I must take of her.
as is the custom in the East when one dead is
Having wished the mother many happy years, laid in the casket. The men could not bear this.
and the baby a long life, they then took their One burst out, " Don't say that," while the
departure and went back to their own quar- tears stood in his eyes; and he was a stern
ters, wherever those may have been. Mrs. man, not used to the manifestations of any
Tsilka and I sat long that evening talking over tender feeling. Meanwhile a conference went
the marvelous goodness of God in softening on at the door, outside and inside. We wonthe hearts of those cruel brigands to treat dered what occasioned the delay. The baby
thus tenderly the little child born in captivity would be getting hungry. The mother lay paamong them. The joy whichfilledthe mother's. tiently waiting in her box, and still they talked
heart aided in her recovery, and baby seemed and talked. By and by it appeared that none
from the first disposed to make the best of of the animals brought for the journey was
her surroundings. She was a hardy mountain strong enough to carry the heavy load of Mrs.
Tsilka in her box strapped upon one side of the
maiden.
The next day the brigands said it was impos- pack-saddle, with acorrespondingly heavy load
sible to remain where we were; we must go upon the other side. Then came a proposition
on the next night. " Can Mrs. Tsilka ride her that I should go with one of those horses, while
horse ?" inquired the man then in charge. " Of Mrs. Tsilka and Baby Elenchi should remain
course not," I answered him. He persisted behind. Dismayed at the bare suggestion that
that it was imperative for us to journey that they should be left alone in their weakness
night. " Then can you make a stretcher on and need to the tender mercies of those men,
which Mrs. Tsilka may be carried,'' I inquired, I answered determinedly,'' I will not be sepaand indicated that our blanket might be at- rated from Mrs. Tsilka." They did not insist
tached to boughs, one on either end, and thus upon the demand, and after further consultaa stretcher be improvised. He looked thought- tion said we might remain there that night.
ful, and went away to consult with his com- It appeared that the brigands had decided that
panions. Later he returned, and said they had if they were too hard pressed by their pursudecided what to do. A stretcher was impracti- ers, so that they could not move Mrs. Tsilka,
cable, because of the narrowness of the path they would disguise her as a village woman,
in many places. They would make a box in which with her baby, and fly with me to some more
Mrs. Tsilka might sit. " B u t , " I objected, secure spot.
" she cannot sit; she must recline." The seri- The next day passed swiftly in our varied duous look on his face showed that my point added ties for the comfort of the mother and child.
to their difficulties, but I was inexorable. Toward night that same leader, in a purposely
'' You have cared so long for Mrs. Tsilka, and offensive way, commanded me peremptorily
she and her little one are doing well. You do to gather everything and be ready again for
not wish her to be injured now," I continued. a journey. The youngest among the brigands,
He yielded the point, and went out again to at- who was guarding me at that time, seemed to
tend to preparations. Toward evening a box understand the harshness of the words, and
was brought into our hut, whi ch was sadly sug- unobtrusively, but sympathetically, helped to
gestive in its shape. After dark there were gather our belongings. There was real com^
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fort to us both as we
understood his mute
helpfulness. Some
of the men had been
drinking too much
of the wine from
that great cask over
Mrs. Tsilka. It is
quite possible that
whiskey also may
have been brought
to them from somewhere, during the
day, and this may
have been the reason
for the heartlessness of that man in
charge. We always
felt great solicitude
when we saw them
drinking, especially
before we were to
setout for a night's
e x p e d i t i o n , for
though rarely positively drunk, some
were only too manifestly affected by
the liquor.
Again the baby was
prepared for her
journey, wrapped as
warmly as our limited supply of clothing would allow.
Mrs

Tsilka

was
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dressed and once
more laid in her box. This time the animals
provided were deemed strong enough for the
start. Mrs. Tsilka was lifted carefully, and
borne out of the hut, and after a good deal of
delay was at last securely strapped to one side
of a pack-saddle. Then everything available
was loaded on to the other side. Cloaks were
thrown over, and still the load was too light to
balance. Then they tied on great logs of wood,
until the load was evened. Now it was my turn
to mount, and then the sadilkah, in which village women carry their little children, was tied
around my neck and shoulders, and to me was
committedtheprecious baby. Astheline started off, the head man drew my horse to the first
place, saying, " Kismetchie nahpred" (the
luck-child ahead). The four hours which our
guards had said would be the length of our
travels that night were drawn out to more
than double that number. None who participated in it can ever forget it. The poor animal which carried the double load required

M/
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to be helped by details of the brigands, who
put their strong shoulders under the box on
the one side and under the motley collection
of baggage on the other. They were all thoroughly tired out before they reached their
journey's end. The road proved to be a terrible one; in many places such a steep and narrow path that the men must necessarily fall
behind; in others, huge boulders blocked the
way, and Mrs. Tsilka would be jarred by the
grazing of the box along their sides, momentarily expecting the overturn of the saddle.
Nor was it easier for me with the baby. It was
hard enough for us to balance ourselves alone
upon the saddle, but with baby monopolizing
one arm, and leaving but one free with which
to balance upon the saddle, the task became
an extremely difficult one. Men were detailed
to guard the baby and me upon each side, and
one to try to support my back from behind,
when the steep ascent would have thrown me
backwards from the saddle. The guard leading
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the horse would fall back in cautious tones,
commanding'' Have a care here," or " Guard
well there," and his comrades tried faithfully
to do his bidding. The tiny traveler slept during the first hours, but hunger awakened her,
and she cried lustily. How thankful we were
that in one section of the way, where absolute
silence was commanded, no sound came from
her! When she began to nestle about and give
forth little sounds which preceded her crying,
the cold perspiration burst forth all over me.
Had we passed that region of danger ? What
would become of us if baby should cry ? Her
wail soon burst upon the air. It was no small
task in the darkness to find amid its wrappings, partly sheltered under the brigand's
cloak which covered me, the wee face and put
the bits of sugar into the wailing mouth. However, she took it gladly, and, tiny as she was,
smacked her satisfaction over it. By and by
she slept again. But the relief from the sugar
was only temporary in that keen night air,
and her cries became more frequent. We were
all well-nigh desperate, when a halt was ordered. Mrs. Tsilka's mother-heart could not
endure to hear the wailing cry, and somehow
she managed to strain herself out of the
cords which bound her, into a sitting posture,
and took her little one to her breast. The
long night wore away, and after numberless
stops and renewals of the journey, we finally
came, toward morning, to the place where
we were permitted to rest.
The apartment into which we were led was
larger than the hut which we had left. Here,
too, we had the comfort of a wood fire on the
hearth. A lamp helped to relieve the blackness which always prevailed there, for the
windows were boarded and nailed up, and day
and night were alike to us. Here we had great
reason for fear lest Mrs. Tsilka should be seriously ill, for the cold and jarring to which
she was exposed in that untimely journey
caused her great suffering for several days.
The little one seemed to have taken no harm
beyond a disordered stomach, which caused
her mamma to decide unalterably that baby
should be fed no more with sugar. She decided also that baby must take some castor
oil, if the brigands could find any for her.
Strange to say, a bottle of that medicine was
forthcoming after a time, and the wee mite
of humanity took her first and only dose of
medicine in captivity,; she took it like the
heroine she is, and smacked over it, too, as if
it were very satisfying. Among the new tasks
which baby brought to us was the daily care
of her napkins. The supply which the brigands had provided was very limited, and ne-
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cessitated daily renewing. Of course they
must be dried somewhere. They could not be
put out of doors in the sunlight without danger of betraying the presence of the brigands
at that point; they could not be dried by
moonlight; they must be dried before the fire,
and always in season for the gathering of
everything into the saddle bags in case a
night's journey should be ordered. It was an
interesting sight, and an edifying one, to see
one and another of the brigands, who happened to be on guard over us, sitting by the
fire and assisting in the process of drying.
Thus our days wore away in busy ministries
to the mother and her little one. We were always waiting for news, and always hoping for
some good word. We waited in vain until Sabbath morning, January 12th, when a great
joy came to us. It was not the news for which
we waited so anxiously; but a brigand had
arrived during the night, who brought to us
again a letter. With what joy we read those
words which gave us, for the second time
in more than four months, assurance that
loving hearts remembered us, and were still
working and praying for our release. That
same night three of our captors left us to go
to meet the committee which had been appointed by the American Embassy at Constantinople to negotiate for our ransom. He
who had held baby during the first night of
her life, and in whose care we had somehow
come to feel ourselves to be, was now to leave
us in the hands of those less well known to
us, and of some of whom we were constantly
afraid. There was no help for it, and we
trusted God still to keep us safely in the
hands of our new guardians.
The nights were now bitterly cold. High
winds prevailed, and more than once we remonstrated for baby's sake, as well as for her
mother's, when we were ordered to be ready
to move. They never were deterred from carrying out their plans, however cold the night,
however wildly the wind blew or the snow flew.
They knew, as we could not, the dangers which
threatened them inexorably, but they never
took us into their confidence. In the falling
snow we traveled with Elenchie, and when her
cries became too insistent her mother's horse
would be turned away from the wind that she
might nurse her. One night we were stopped
on a lonely hillside by a rough shed filled with
straw. Into a hollow in the straw we were
put. A lighted candle stuck upon a beam flickered in the wind, endangering the straw. It
was so cold and draughty that the mother
could not endure patiently the exposure of her
precious child to such danger. She burst into
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uncontrollable weeping. " My baby will die
here, with no fire! " " How can I change her
with no way to warm her tiny feet or her fresh
napkins ?'' The guard soon learned of her distress, and set himself to see if he could find
any better accommodations. Not long after
he came back, manifestly relieved. " There
is a place where you can have a fire. Come
with me," he said.
It was evidently some shepherd's or herdsman' s hut on the lonely hillside. There was just
room within for our little party, though two
guards felt obliged to cramp themselves up in
one corner to keep watch over us, and for their
own warmth. If one of them lay down the
other must sit up. There was actually no other
room, save for an earthen jug, which stood
in the corner by Mrs. Tsilka's head. This was
filled before light, to furnish our supply of
water for the day. Not only were we strictly
confined within the hut, and not even permitted to have the door opened a little way to
admit light, but we were not allowed to have
a fire all the day long. Here we had our only
experience of being without food. There was
barely enough for Mrs. Tsilka, and that of the
poorest quality. All the day I tasted nothing,
but at nightfall a kettle containing a hot
stew, none too palatable, was brought to the
guards, and they shared it with us. At another
hut where we halted some days later a brigand had noticed that there was a calf among
the animals, and ordered that it should be
tied up during the day. Atnightfall its mother
was milked, but she proved intractable, and
in an unhappy moment kicked over the vessel
containing the milk.
Mrs. Tsilka was very ingenious in devising
ways to secure a bath for her baby whenever
our place of confinement was not too draughty
and cold to allow it. When she asked for some
warm water and something which might answer as a tub for the little one, the men could
be depended upon to comply with her wishes
if it were possible. At the same time we found
opportunity to attend to baby's laundry work,
and freshen some articles from our own scanty
wardrobe. We were thus furnished, also, with
bathing facilities for ourselves, which we did
not hesitate to improve. Sometimes, however,
the brigands seemed to be either in a position
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too exposed to permit a frequent sending for
water, or at too great a remove from the
stream which supplied it, to allow us to have
what we wished.
The weeks of our captivity wore on, dangers
threatened us daily and nightly, not only from
without, but from within. Many and many a
time we were commanded to hush even our
own voices lest some strange person who had
appeared near the brigands' hiding-place
should hear us, and betray them and us. Even
baby was not allowed to cry at some such
times. From within, we suffered from the intolerable smoke of the fire in some of the huts
to which we were taken night after night,
which caused general discomfort not only to
us grown people, but to baby, effectually preventing her from sleeping. In sheer desperation we were sometimes obliged to wrap the
little one as warmly as possible, and take her
out into the night air, that her little nerves,
as well as ours, might be quieted. But occasionally she wailed, and was restless during the
entire night.
Dangers of other sorts also menaced us. Once
we were suddenly aroused from slumber by a
great commotion. The man who had been on
guard outside in the dark came in to be the
inside guard for the next hour. He should
have removed the cartridge from his musket
at the door, but somehow failed to do so, and
while handling his gun, sitting before the
blazing fire, he somehow exploded it, and the
bullet went crashing through a board over
our heads. Instantly everybody was awake.
What was it ? Mrs. Tsilka was roused from
deep sleep, under the impression that the
Turkish troops, whom we supposed were always pursuing the brigands, had found them
out and were making their attack. Of course
the man confessed his careless oversight.
In these glimpses of the way in which those
tender baby fingers played upon the heartstrings of the men who held her, as well as
her mother and friend, in captivity, during
the more than seven weeks in which she lived
among them, we plainly saw God's merciful
plan for the alleviation of our otherwise wellnigh insupportable bondage, and we thanked
Him t h a t " E' en in the darkest spot of earth,
some love is found."

Stone's will be followed in the August nvmber by Mrs. Tsilka's own account of
{This pcqier of
the laby, Miss Stone^s narrative will be resumed and concluded in September.']
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mentation. Yet in the interest of others who
may be tempted to follow his example I can
only say that it is folly for any one to attempt
unprepared these ascensions. The plan of
M. Severo's air-ship invited disaster. The
flame-spitting motorwas only about three feet
from the envelope.* In myair-ship it is at least
sixteen feet below the balloon and far to the
rear—a total distance of perhaps fifty feet
from possible chances of gas ignition. The
moment the gas' escaped from M. Severo's
balloon, however, it caught fire. M. Lacham* The Scientific Committee of the Aero CSnb of Paris, in its
meeting of May 36,1903, after a long discussion of the " Pas "
disaster, decided tliat the explosion was due to the proximity
of the motor to the escape-vaive of the balloon, and that,
under such conditions, the Committee would never have admitted M. Severe to the Aero Club's competitions.
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bre, the balloon constructor, saw the catastrophe. He has told me that the " Pax " shot
up with great rapidity, that the gas must have
expanded greatly, that there was a detonation, a sheet of fire, and instantly the balloon
was in flames; the next second the whole thing
came crashing down to earth.
The cause of aerial navigation is injured by
such accidents. There have been moments
when I have known that, were I to lose my
head for an instant, were my skill to fail me for
a second, I too should be lost. But we might
as well say that because men have gone to
their deaths in unsafe vessels, a Columbus
should not be encouraged to sail out upon un^
known seas.
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IV
Negotiations

I

for the Payment of the Ransom—The
Continuance in Captivity—The
Pursuit

T must always be kept in mind that this
is the story of one of the captives who
could know nothing of what the world
knew of the stories circulated in the newspapers concerning them, and next to nothing concerning those who were conducting
the negotiations, or of the measures taken
by them.
On the sixth day after our capture the first
attempt was made toward opening negotiations for the raising of the ransom. After
eleven days we heard of the failure of that
attempt. We felt then that death was inevitable, but they proceeded to command me to
write a second time. This time they transferred the field of their negotiations to Bulgaria, having ordered me to write to one of
our missionaries in Samokov, stating the fact
of our capture and the intention of the brigands to exact a ransom or put us to death.
In each of these communications the brigands set a limit upon our lives, as well as in
a third communication which they compelled
me to write after they understood, as we
guessed, that a movement was on foot in
America for raising the ransom. In each instance they added a threat to murder us,
which we were fully persuaded they would
carry out if the money were not forthcoming

Payment—Disheartening
Closing in

at the expiration of the time appointed. The
scene in the sheepfold, one of the last Sabbaths in October, M^hen after consultation
they took out their revolvers to execute their
threats, was proof enough of the inexorable
determination of some of them, at least. Their
desire for the money, however, caused another postponement. ' ' Think how many lir a s ! ' ' was the remark of one of them, overheard by me during one of the first nights'
journeys.
It was also plainly manifest that they were
surprised and disappointed when they learned
that the case had passed into the hands of
the diplomats. It was of no use for them
to set a limit of days to our lives after that.
They clearly realized this when they said fiercely, but with unshaken determination: " We'll
keep you if necessary five years, but we'll
show the world we can keep you until we get
our money."
Many and many of the waiting days were
spent in such dark holes that we could do
nothing but talk together, when not eating
or sleeping, to while away the interminable
hours, and frequently we could talk only in
whispers. At one time we were hidden where
the wooden shutters covering the windows
were not nailed. In our anxiety to gain a little
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light, Mrs. Tsilka incautiously opened one ands stepping exactly in our tracks, so that
shutter a little too far, and the white ker their shapeless moccasin-tread might oblitchief upon her head attracted the attention erate every trace of women's feet, the path
of a shepherd who was passing at a distance. through the slippery mud leading along the side
When this came to the knowledge of the brig- of a precipice, the foot of the man who was
ands, they visited their displeasure upon us in supporting Mrs. Tsilka slipped, and he began
unmeasured terms, and one of them seated to slide down the steep declivity, dragging
himself where we could by no means gain ac- her after him. Another brigand, with eyes
cess to the light. Within we sat and sat until like a cat's, seized her with a grip of iron, and
we both broke down, and wept bitterly. The bore her to the summit. Here, in the blackconfinement tortured Mrs. Tsilka beyond en- ness, they commanded us to mount our horses.
durance. Finally, in desperation, we be- After many difficulties, Mrs. Tsilka found herthought ourselves of a plan by which we self in her saddle, but when she reached to
might gain a little privacy. We took the steady herself by grasping her horse's mane,
one piece of stout cord which had been pro- she found his tail! But there was no laughvided for the tying of our blanket
R I L O LAKE
during our nightly journeys, and
Near
ivhere
Miss
Stone
ivas
at
one
time detained, The region hereabouts
stretched it across one corner of
infested luith brigands
that black place. Over it we
hung our homespun blanket,
making a secluded corner in
which we could hide ourselves
to a degree, with our misery.
At length we began to interest
ourselves in watching the feet
of the brigands as they passed in
and out, and taught ourselves to
distinguish the different guards
by the way they wound the straps
which held their foot-gear.
The brigands were never to be
caught off their guard, to reveal the progress of negotiations, nor to acquaint us with
any knowledge which they might
have had of what was going on
in the great world. Our captors
would never tell us the reason
why they moved us night after
night, sometimes in rain, sometimes in snow, sometimes fording many streams whose rocky
beds were sofilledwith boulders
that the captives on their horses
with great difficulty held to their
pack-saddles, amid the rushing
waters. We could only infer from
the frequency of these marches,
that the pursuit by the troops
was constant and unrelenting.
During one night of pitchy darkness, when the way led through
a region where they would not
permit the slightest sound, they
\
came to a place where the ascent was so steep that they dismounted us and led us by the
hand. As we crawled along,
one after the other, the brig• . * . .

*
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a copy of this letter was sent to Mrs. Tsilka
and to me was in order that Dr. House might
have incontrovertible proof that we were still
living, and that we were the captives for
whose ransom the money had been provided,
inasmuch as we were directed to write upon
the reverse side information upon certain
points which could not have been known to
others.
When one of the men who had had a large
share
in guarding us remarked during the day
We give the present authorization to its bearer, a
member of the band in whose
^ that his comrade was to •
hands we are held captive, on
-t art upon his return that
the basis of the one previous'
.-.-iiQe night, and that he
ly given him by us, with the
a 1^0 was to go, we were
right to receive the ransom
demanded for us, but with the
111 led with apprehenadded powers to treat the
.-i'lns.
Rightly or wrongquestion of our ransom to its
I..
we
had come to feel
final conclusion, in virtue
f
I li. it to thisman we owed,
whereof we sign with our own
1" • rhaps more than to any
hands.
fi.
"I'ler, the saving of our
ELLEN M. STONE.
ii\es on that Sabbath,
KATERINA STBPHANOVA
\*
TSILKA.
v.'eks before, when we
Macedonia, December 17-24,
li id seen the revolvers
1901.
rihen out for our death.
\ MW he was to go, and we
Events were now mov>\fre
terribly afraid of
^SET
ing on. We heard from
must
of
those with whom
our captors hints of rep•"'iBHIIBBBi
V.Iwere
to be left. We
resentations being made
ur.red
him,
since he must
by other bands of brig:;i
1,
to
do
all
in his power
ands to Consul-General
ijj persuade our ransomDickinson, at Sophia, to
ing committee to pay the
the effect that they were
money before we were
the highwaymen who
released, saying: "We
held the captives, and
will take the risks."
professing their willingDR.
J.
H.
HOUSE
We had long been fully
ness to accept smaller
sums of money than that Of the American Mission at Salonica, and a member of persuaded that there was
the ransoming committee
demanded by our real
no other way by which
captors. Difficulties were thickening about we should ever be freed. The men relentlessly
them, and theyfinallywere persuaded to come held to their purpose. The money they would
to an agreement with the intermediary left have before the captives were ever freed.
by Mr. Dickinson after his return to his post Often we had wished that by some means we
at Constantinople. On the 12th of January might communicate with those who held this
their agent once more returned from Sophia, money, and tell them our conviction. Here
and—joy of joys! was again the bearer of a now had come our opportunity, for when I
letter to me f This time it was addressed to
to said, " We will take the risks," that brigand
Mrs. Tsilka also, and was from a dearly loved said quickly:'' Will you write that ? " " Most
gladly I will," was my unhesitating answer.
pupil of former days.
He brought me also a copy of the letter " Do you not agree to that ? " I inquired of
which Mr. Dickinson's intermediary had writ- Mrs. Tsilka. Receiving her acquiescence, I
ten to Dr. House of Salonica, from which we seated myself by the light of the fire and the
learned that the writer had been appointed to lamp—which in that black place burned day
act on the ransoming committee, to treat with and night,—and wrote the appeal which we
the brigands. From this letter we learned the hoped would move our friends to act, and act
fact that the brigands had agreed with Mr. quickly.
, t, j
Dickinson's intermediary to accept the sum of On this same Sabbath day the brigands hand£14,500 Turkish, and to this agreement they ed to me a copy of a letter from the mteradhered. We supposed that the reason why mediary of Consul Dickinson, in Sophia. Mrs.
ing then the strain of the hour was too
tense.
But at length there came the happy day
when one of them ordered me to write another authorization for the money, and this
time he said: "We have determined to take
whatever sum of money has been raised."
With a glad heart I wrote the following, which
was the receipt finally given by our captors
to the ransoming party:
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to Turkey^ and a member of the
ing committee
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M. STONE

ransom-

CHARLES M. DICKINSON, CONSUL-GENERAL A T CONSTANTINOPLE

Tsilka and I bent over this letter, and consid- I made the following notes: •
ered what we should say in response to its DR. HOUSE :
injunction that we write with our own hands Respected brother and fellow-laborer in the evangelical
work in Macedonia:
on the reverse side of the sheet. The followLast night in my dreams I was talking with Mrs. House,
ing is the letter:
and I asked her whether she remembered that less a few
December 18-31, 1901.

MR. J. H. HOUSE :

As the authorized agent of Mr. Charies Dickinson to
treat with the brigands for the ransoming and freeing
of Miss Stone and Mrs. Tsilka, with this present I certify to the following:
1. The agent on the part of the brigands, with an
authorization signed by Miss Stone and Mrs. Tsilka and
I, the agent of Mr. Dickinson, have agreed that the captives shall be freed on the payment of a sum collected
for this purpose, namely, £14,500 T.
2. As to exact place and manner of delivering the
sum and freeing the captives you will agree with the
person who will bring this letter from me. He has this
right.
3. In order that you may be assured that the captives
are alive and well, this, my letter, shall be put before
Miss Stone and Mrs. Tsilka, that they may write with
their own hands on the other side of this paper; after
which it may be given to you.
4. A copy of this letter I am sending you by post,
5. The money may be paid in Napoleons.
Mr. House, receive my best wishes with my signature.

On the reverse occurs the following:
Miss B. STONE :

Write out a few lines concerning things, incidents, or
names which you and Mr. House know.

days, eight months have passed from the time I gave
your family a send-off to Prance. On this holy Sabbath,
this letter has been given me by one of our captors, just
arrived from Sophia. Have Mr. Holway and wife arrived ? So also our beloved ones who went to America
last year. My heart is often with my fellow-laborers in
Salonica and other places in the province. We are very
sad over the sufferings of Raina Gheorghieva, concerning
which we have heard only the fact. May God bless his
work, especially during this week of prayer !
With heartfelt salutations, your fellow-laborer,
ELLEN M. STONE.

Saturday evening, January 4, 1902, December 22,
1901 (0. S.), Elena G. Tsilka was born. Everything was
and is well with the child and the mother, through God's
wonderful mercy.
E. M. STONE.

Mrs. Tsilka's question was:
To MRS-. TSILKA :

Answer who your friend was in East Orange, New Jersey, and who was the directress of the hospital in which
you were.

The answer was in Mrs. Tsilka's hand writing:
Miss Belle Judd. The directress of the hospital is Miss
Anna Maxwell.

KATERINA STEPHANOVA TSILKA.
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During the waiting days which followed,
the care of the baby and her mother gave me
plenty of occupation. It was hard enough to
complete the most indispensable duties in
that dismal, draughty place, and with the pitifully few conveniences to be obtained there.
The only way we had of knowing day from
night was by the glimmering of light through
the cracks around the door, which was nailed
up. Once we were amazed by a pale ray of
sunshine falling near us, and tracing it back
found that it shone through a hole in the
earth floor, from some object in the cellar
which reflected it! Mrs. Tsilka here devised
a unique cloak for her little one, a wadded
bag made of stout white cotton cloth, from
the scanty supplies which the brigands had
furnished. Into this bag, fastened around her
neck outside of her swaddhng blankets, little
Elenchie was put on every subsequent journey.
Many days passed. The nights were nowvery
cold. High winds prevailed, and there was
snow on the ground. Nevertheless, not many
days elapsed before the brigands again began
to move on with us. The stern, set expression
of their faces convinced me that they must
have weighty reasons for so fearfully exposing those who still needed shelter and care.
Morning after morning we questioned in vain
whether any one had come. We had no idea
where the work was being carried on, nor
where we were being hidden. Finally one
night there wasan arrival. We were awakened
from sleep, and a note was handed me; it was
from Dr. House. It acknowledged the receipt
of my letter, and said further that he would
try to persuade the rest of the ransoming
committee to think as he did, that the money
must be paid before the release of the captives.
What did it mean? Consternation filled our
hearts. Consul Dickinson's intermediary had
made mention of Dr. House only. Who were
these others who remained to be persuaded ?
We were terribly perplexed, and the brigands
were angry beyond all bounds. They crowded
about us, huddled trembling in our corner,
their fierce faces revealed to us by the firelight. They gave me once more a piece of
paper and a pen and ink, with which to write
the " last letter," for they said: " If they
cannot conclude the business now, they need
not expect to hear again from you. We will
put the ransom which we demand back to
£25,000T., and we will neverabate i t ! " What
waste become of us ? The little child lay all
unconscious of the agony in the heart of its
mother and in mine. A brigand held the miser-

BRIGANDS

able little tin kerosene lamp, and I wrote this
second letter to Dr. House:
Dear Dr. House:—I thank you for your letter of the
17th, which I have just received. I am glad to hear the
good news from home and from your family, but, on the
other hand, I am very sad, and even in terror, over your
words: "I will endeavor to persuade the men who hold the
money to come to the proposals of thebrigands." Have you
not received the letter of Consul Dickinson's representative at Sophia, and the letter which I sent with it, signed
by Mrs. Tsilka and myself ? The intermediary said that
you were empowered to pay the sum agreed upon, £14,500 T. Why, then, this delay ? We waited every night for
the return of the men sent to you, that we might hear the
joyful news that at last we were to be set free ; but in
place of this, we must still wait longer in great suffering
and danger. Now ouroaptors havebidden metowrite this
" last letter," to say to you that if their propositions are
not accepted, and that without delay, they will refuse to
receive the reduced sum, and will insist upon the original
sum of £25,000 T. They finally agreed to accept the less
sum out of pity for Mrs. Tsilka and me, because we are
women, and thus suffer in a special degree from this
captivity; hnt our friends have prolonged our sufferings
to five months, and are continuing to prolong them. For
the love of God I pray you to believe all that I wrote
you in my previous letter as to the confidence we have
in those who come to you on the part of our captors, that
they will try to fulfil any pledges they may make to you.
We assure you that there is no other way to save our
lives. Act, then, as you would if your sister or daughter
were in our place. Have mercy on the unfortunate child,
which during the first seventeen days of its life has
been compelled to journey three times, in extreme danger to itself and its mother. Have mercy also, if possible, on me. Nobody can play with the men who hold us.
We wonder at their patience up to this point in this matter. We know that it is only through the pitying love of
God for us that they have spared our lives to this time.

Here Mrs. Tsilka's feelings of indignation
at the oft-repeated delays overcame her ;
seizing the pen, she wrote:
Who are these people who dare to be the cause of
the lengthening out of our sufferings ? They are either
people without human sympathy with the helpless, or
they haven't any Christian love in their hearts. I would
like them to have only one month of our now almost five
months of sufferings. Cannot they sjTnpathize with my
little daughter, who is in constant distress ? Our eyes
are swollen with smoke, which is constantly like a cloud
in the room, and I can scarcely talk because of it. It is
not a room, but a hole ! Imagine my sufl:erings as I see
my little one suffer. The people who hold the money
will wait, it seems, till we are dead. Oh, Dr. House, I
pray you to act quickly !
With a heart filled with sorrow,
KATERINA STEPHANOVA TSILKA.

As she gave back the pen, I continued:
No one has a right to hold back the money that has
been given so long ago by our beloved ones and others
who sympathized with us. Our captors are exasperated
with these repeated delays in the negotiations, and they
enjoin upon us to write you not to expect another letter
from us, if you do not now finish the work of obtaining
our freedom.
With loving salutations to your family and all friends
in Salonica and elsewhere.
Your friend and fellow-laborer,
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May God forgive us for the injustice we did
in our hearts to the faithful men who were
doing everything in their power to save us!
We knew nothing of all this. We only knew
that the brigands had agreed to accept the
smaller sum of money; that Dr. House had
been named as the one to pay it over to them;
and that some of their men had gone to take
it. Why could they not come to an agreement, and free us ?
We resigned ourselves to the
inevitable as best we could, and
continued our weary waiting.
How often we promised ourselves that if we should live to
be freed, we would compensate
ourselves by lighting all the
lamps in our homes, to rejoice
our eyes after the dismal darkness of our confinement.
.' • At length a night came when
it was evident that news was
expected. A portion of the
band, who had their quarters
elsewhere, came crowding in,
and filled all the available
space. They seemed happy, and
• we wondered whether we might
venture to hope again. After
a long time there was an arrival. Two brigands came. One
handed to their head man his
satchel of skin, and said a few
words to him; then all retired
to an inner apartment. Some
minutes passed. Then the chief
came out and handed me the
following letter from the ransoming committee:

46p
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of honor " of the bearer of your letter, we expect to see
you soon. We will go from here to Serres, and there
will await you with great joy.
With sincere greetings and with ardent desire, we
await the hour of your deliverance. May God preserve
you, and have mercy upon you !
Faithfully yours,
J. H. HOUSE,
W. W. PEET,
A. A. GARGHJLO.

MISS ELLEN M. STONE.

My dear Fellow- Worker: — Our
hearts are deeply touched by your
words and those of Mrs. Tsilka in your
last letter. We rejoice to tell you that
we are already convinced by your previous letter, and by our interview with
the bearer of it, so that we had resolved to accept the terms of the brigands. We regret exceedingly that A T U R K I S H SOLDIER OF T H E T Y P E W H I C H ESCORTED MISS STONE
A F T E R HER RELEASE
when we were working with unexpected haste to finish the work, we
i
i • ^
,.
were met with difficulties from the government, which
T h e r e w a s also a brief n o t e from one of t h e
we scarcely overcame after several days of endeavor, b r i g a n d s , w h o h a d left t h e i r c a m p t h a t SabWe succeeded in obtaining from the Sultan himself an ^ a t h n i g h t some w e e k s b e f o r e , t o g o to m e e t
order that the military and civil authorities should fa- ii, „
_•
-ij.
rr
-j v, • a
cilitate our work-also an order that they should give ^^e r a n s o m i n g c o m m i t t e e . H e said briefly
to us whatever we should need for the furtherance of t h a t t h e y h a d r e c e i v e d t h e r a n s o m w h i c h t h e y

the work, so that we hope that we may in the shortest had demanded for US, and had given over to
possible time exchange the necessary papers that you t h e c o m m i t t e e t h e r e c e i p t from US. W e w e r e
may be finally freed. We cannot tell you how we shall
rejoice to see the hour when we shall greet you. We convinced that there could be no mistakehave now given the money,£14,500 T.,and we have taken t h a t t h e ranSOm h a d b e e n paid.
your receipt for the same, and as we rely upon the " word
W e did n o t , h o w e v e r , for a m o m e n t deceive
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and we knew it must be all for
the best. He might be shutting
us in by it from some terrible
danger, to which, all unconscious
to ourselves, we were exposed.
The men guarding us were evidently troubled because they
could not travel, and more than
once referred to the fact, saying, apologetically, " We have
kept you alive so long, and without serious harm; we do not wish
that nowyou should risk a broken
limb, or even worse." We assured them that we were not
troubled at the delay, because
God had sent it. We were troubled with what man was responsible for; whatever God did was
all right.
When at last we started, it was
with deep gladness in our hearts.
£•••
The journeys were just as hard
as ever; the nights were just as
cold; the snowfell, and the winds
^.
blew, and we were as frequently
terrified as before lestbaby should
roll out of our arms, or we should
fall with her. Yet we were joyful, and hope was strong within
us. The danger from pursuit was,
we judged, even greater than before, despite the fact that Dr.
House's letter had told us of the
command which the ransoming
committee had obtained from the
Sultan himself, that the military
authorities should intermit their
pursuit of the brigands until we
R A I L W A Y B R I D G E IN T H E W I L D REGIONS OF MACEDONIA
had been delivered up. The brigThe region is dangerous, and the inhabitants—Mohammedan
Albanians—
always to be seen fully
armed
ands evidently moved with extreme
caution,
and some nights refused to
ourselves that we were out of danger, or that
travel
at
all.
This
was what tried our endurit would be an easy task for our captors to
ance
most
severely.
Nor would they give us
deliver us up safely. Nevertheless, a wonderany
reason
for
these
delays. Although they
ful relief had come to us, and our hearts
had
received
the
ransom,
they still maintained
were overflowing with gratitude to God for
the
strictest
silence
toward
us concerning
His marvelous mercy. The relief of the brigtheir
movements.
ands was, if possible, even greater than ours.
We had become an almost intolerable burden Finally, however, the man who we then supto them to provide for our imperative needs, posed had the charge of the band came one
which had been so much augmented since the morning into the damp, unwholesome place
birth of the baby.
where they were hiding us. He referred to the
A deep fog now prevailed for several days. fact that we might be wondering at this deIt was so dense that it was impossible for us lay, after we knew that the ransom money
to journey. We were in a mountain cabin, had been paid. I told him that we did wonder
perched high on the rocks, from which the very much. He gave us to understand that
descent was so steep that we must make it they were doing their best to deliver us up,
on foot. We were not troubled, however, at but that the pursuit was very close and perthis enforced delay. God had sent the fog. sistent—on five or six occasions so close that
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they had almost despaired of keeping us. I
said to liim: " Without doubt your men who
met our ransoming committee must have
given some pledge to them of an approximate
time when they would deliver us up at some
specified place. The days are passing and we
are not moving. Now it is more than possible
that a great danger may come upon you from
my own people, who will think that when that
limit of time has passed, and they hear nothing from us, that you have killed us, even after
accepting the money. Now if you have any
way of sending a messenger to our committee, you had better lose no time in acquainting them with the reason for our detention."
He made me no answer, but went away.
After we were, released we learned that a
messenger had been sent to them by the brigands, and that he had arrived just in time
to avert a most serious danger. Had the representatives of the United States Government at

KNOX, LAWYER
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Constantinople made a demand upon the Turkish Government just at that time that all possible pressure should be brought to bear for
the detection of the brigands, undoubtedly
our lives would have been the forfeit.
I had understood during this interview with
the chief that they had been obliged to change
all their plans, not only as to the place where
they would deliver us up, but also the time.
The pursuit by the troops was too persistent,
andtheir watchfulness too vigilant. Dr. House
had said in his letter that they would await
us in Serres, but when, after weeks of traveling, we were finally released, we found ourselves far from that region. Mrs. Tsilka and
I oftentimes said to each other,'' The money
has been paid, and they are bound to free us
if they can, yet they treat us just the same
as before. We are just as much their captives
as ever." It was of no use, however, to expostulate.

{To be concluded)

y4rrORNEr-GENERAL
The Trust

^estion
BT

T

a ^estion
L.

A.

HE trust question is in the courts. It
may be raised in Congress next session, and the administration may put
it there; nobody knows just yet what the
President and his cabinet will propose. But
further legislation is not the important thing
at present. There are already on the books
"anti-trust" laws, the effect and the efficiency
of which havenotbeenfully tested. Theselaws
are in the courts now. The Northern Securities
case should bring down a decision to determine
whether a company may be formed in one
State to do something prohibited in another;
the Chicago packers' case should decide
whether the United States may restrain by
injunction (1) a railroad from paying rebates
and (2) a merchant from receiving rebates.
If these points are decided in favor of the
United States Government, the trust question
can be handled as a question of administration. But these points are not yet decided.
Thus the trust question is at present a question of law.
The anti-trust sentiment is impatient of
law; so is the trust interest. The one wants
the trusts wiped out; the other wants them
let alone. No honest, fair dealing man or
men, in office or out, can satisfy either of

KNOX,
of Law—In

LAWYER
His

COOLIDGE
the parties to this great controversy. Justice,
cold and blind, is justice only to the non-partisan, disinterested, average citizen, and it is
he who is going to decide the question finally.
If it comes out of the courts in a form showing
that the present laws are imperfect and futile, he will demand legislation; he will turn
to the statesman. President Roosevelt is
pretty sure to speak for the average American. The question, then, to be asked of him
is twofold: Is he brave enough to defy the
anti-trust sentiment to da more than justice;
and, is he brave enough to force Wall Street
to put up with mere justice? Any man in this
country can answer these questions. If we
are fair, we can be patient. We can leave the
matter where, the President is leaving it, in
the hands of a lawyer.
In other words, it is all very well for some
Congressman (like Hon. Charles E. Littlefield of Maine, if you please) to be preparing
for legislation by seeing if he, full of antitrust sentiment and the fierceness of a hard
fighter, can draw a bill which shall express
only so much of his sentiment as the necessarily conservative, constitutional, bravely fair
purposes of a responsible administration can
approve. For the administration cannot afford
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BY ELLEN M. STONE
V
The Release- -The Walk to the Village—Meetings and Messages—
Among Friends Again

O

N the morning of Saturday, February
22d, we found ourselves in another
dilapidated hut on a lonely hillside,
shut in by hills on every side. There was no door,
and one end of the hut was almost entirely torn
away. A dense fog shut us in so effectually
that in the afternoon the guard listened to our
prayer, and granted us grudging permission
to go out. This was freedom indeed. Our poor
eyes, which had been so long tortured with
smoke from the fires in the cabins and huts
in which they had kept us confined from dawn
till night, were now most gratefully opened
to the light of day. How delighted we were to

find, under the bare bushes, tiny green leaves
just springing from their winter sleep! We
found also three or four stunted but beautiful yellow crocuses, and we knew that spring
had come. Some days before, one of the
youngest of the brigands had brought in a
single yellow crocus, and laid it across the
forehead of the sleeping baby.
The light in this dilapidated hut proved to
be quite too strong for the eyes of our baby,
accustomed only to the blackness of the dark
holes in which we had been so long confined.
When we turned her little face toward the
place where there should have been a door,

Sbs
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but was none, she could not bear even the
shadowy brightness of the fog. During that
day our supply of water and food was very
limited. There was no possibility of providing
a bath for Elenchie, nor for the washing of
her napkins. Mrs. Tsilka had begged to be
allowed to go down to the stream for a bottlefull of water, for this was the only vessel
we had in which to keep it; they had, however, refused, and that younger one said mysteriously, "Hadn't you better wait till tomorrow to do the washing ? Perhaps you may
find better facilities then." Did he mean to
tell us anything ? We dared not trust ourselves to believe it. Mrs. Tsilka said over and
over,'' I shall never believe that we are freed
until we have seen the last of these men.''
At nightfall there was a delay in bringing
up horses for our journey. We hastened to
complete our packing before the daylight
faded, for well we knew that we had neither
candle nor lamp, nor even a pine knot to light
the darkness after it fell. Indeed, my mackintosh was brought into requisition as a curtain at the doorway to hide the light of the
fire.
Finally, three of the brigands came filing
formally in, and sat down. Then one of them
began to speak, and told us in a rapid, nervous
manner that we should be freed that night;
that we should keep the suits of homespun
clothes which we had made to protect us from
the cold, and should each have one of their
brigand's cloaks, and also a pillow for each
pack-saddle. They said there had been some
talk of giving us ten pounds of money for
our traveling expenses, but that they had
finally concluded to give us each one pound
Turkish. They continued:'' You will take only
a piece of bread, and what is necessary for
the baby, in the saddle-bags." I demurred,
and said that I should take my own clothes
which I was wearing when they captured me.
They said: "Very well, if you can carry them
yourself. There will be nobody to help when
we leave you." Now they hurried us in the
most nervous way. "Haidi! Haidi!" they
said.
Only two horses were provided for that
night's journey, so Mrs. Tsilka and I carried
the baby by turns. It was hard to believe that
it could be true that we were to be freed. The
whole band started with us—the guard before,
the guard behind, and scouts deploying upon
either side. Thus we traveled for an hour,
when there seemed to be one of those strange
alarms which had so often been a feature of
our nightly experiences. Some of the men
threw themselves upon the ground; others
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drew off to one side for consultation. Were
they to be attacked, and we ourselves to be
killed, now that our freedom seemed so near ?
Then we heard the cautious words,'' Let the
horses start."
• The path began to descend steeply, and before we could realize that the rest of the band
were no longer with us, we had gone too far
to see any of them save the two who remained
to guard us. So quickly and unexpectedly had
come our deliverance. For six hours more our
journey continued. Finally, at about ten
o'clock Turkish, or four o'clock on Sabbath
morning, the 23d, we had descended the last
of the foot-hills, we had crossed the last of
the mountain streams, and we found ourselves
upon a plain. The brigands dismounted us under a pear tree, and told us to sit there until
daylight. "Then," they said, " you can get
some passer-by to help you carry the saddlebags and your pillows into the village."
" The village! Where is there a village? "
we asked. They indicated a low line not far
distant, and said, "That is a village. It is only
five or ten minutes from here." They told us,
too, that the lights which we sawtwinkling beyond were in Strumitza. Then they took the
horsesandvanishedintothedarknss. We could
neither see them nor hear them go, but by degrees there stole into our numbed and wearied
brains the conviction that we were indeed
freed. We had often questioned of each other
what we should do if that hour should ever
come to us, and now it had come, and we
could do nothing but sit still in the Cold and
the darkness of those Sabbath hours before
the dawn. But we thanked God from grateful hearts.
The cold soon chilled us through, and we
said, " Why should we sit here ? We're free.
Let us go into the village now." I took up
the baby, her light weight being all that I
could carry because of great pain and lameness in one knee from two severe wrenches,
which I had received that very night. Mrs.
Tsilka slung the saddle-bags over her shoulder. We had gone but a few steps, however, when the fierce barking of the village
dogs alarmed us, and we were finally compelled to give up our attempt, and sat down
under another tree. Here we spent the
remaining hours until the dawn. Chilled
through, and fearing for her baby, Mrs.
Tsilka finally said to me: " I f you will sit
here with the baby and the things, I will go
toward the village to see if I cannotfindsome
one to help u s . " Accordingly she filled her
hands with stones and started out. When she
had been gone so long that I began to feel
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uneasy, at length I saw her coming, accompa- their homes. With our hearts filled with emonied by a villager! He was a picturesque fig- tions beyond the power of words to express,
ure, but in our great relief atfindinga helper that we might once again look into the faces
we took little note of his appearance till la- of women and children, and talk with them,
ter, Mrs. Tsilka had told him who we were, we seated ourselves upon the earth floor
and he had understood at once, for even the around the hospitable fire kindled in the midvillagers of Macedonia knew our story, and dle of that room. The women soon were busywere aware also of the orders issued by the ing themselves in making Turkish coffee for
Turkish Government that if any one should see us. Mrs. Tsilka had unwrapped her baby, and
or know anything concerning the captives, he was warming her by the fire. Elenchie spread
must give information immediately at the Ko- out her little feet to its comfort and smiled
nak. This Mohammedan Albanian, with every and was as winsome as any baby could be.
evidence of joy, congratulated us upon our Until now her only visitors had been members
release, and then threw over his shoulder our of the brigand band; but here were little chilcloaks, and taking in one hand a pillow, turned dren looking wonderingly at her, and mothers
to go, not observing that another pillow and clasping her with love and pity to their broad,
the heavy saddle-bags remained. Mrs. Tsilka, ample breasts. The wee maiden seemed well
however, was not to be disconcerted. " Never pleased with the change.
mind," she said, " I'll carry them if you can We were impatient to reach the city. We
take baby." In the strength born of her new- therefore took leave of our hospitable enterfound liberty, she again slung those saddle- tainers, and bade our Albanian guide to lead
bags over one shoulder, and took the pillow us to the Kodjibashee of the village, whose
in her hand, and thus we followed our leader. duty it was to supply the needs of strangers.
The dogs made a vigorous protest, but we Our Moslem guide led us to the Greek Cathoedged our way along close by the wall sur- lic church, and there we found the old man
rounding the village, and thus reached the who was the object of our search. He, too,
gateway opening into the first yard. Our tendered his hearty congratulations, and led
guide called vigorously to the inmates of the us to his own home. He told his wondering
house. Women and children flocked out. In a family who their unexpected guests were, and
few words he told them who the strangers they made us comfortable about their fire,
were, and they wonderingly welcomed us to and urged us to remain to breakfast. We were
STRUMITZA,
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not to be persuaded, however, for our
hearts were set upon reaching Strumitza while the
streets were still
quiet. The good
man therefore called his servant, bade
him s a d d l e two
horses,andbe ready
to accompany us to
the city. They were
pack - saddles still
upon which we were
mounted, and our
appearance was as
uncouth as ever.
We were wrapped
in the brigands'
c l o a k s , and our
heads were still covered with kerchiefs.
Our Moslem guide,
erect and strong,
bltack-haired and
black-eyed, his long
white sheep-skin
coat thrown over
one shoulder, the
short, white-haired
Kodjibashee, his
servant, and a boy
were our escort.
Mrs. Tsilka held
baby upon her lap,
for the road wound
across a level plain. MISS STONE AND MRS. TSILKA AS CTAHPETYI V IATPYP E A R E D ON T H E I R R E T U R N F R O M
A f t e r a b o u t an
hour and a half of slow riding, we began to wife took us in her close embrace, welcoming
meet teachers and young Turkish officials out us as returned to them from the grave. Somefor a Sabbath morning walk. Their glances, how, tidings of our arrival reached the church.
at first casual, became curious. They talked The pastor noticed a commotion, a whisperwith each other, and, wheeling about, changed ing, among his auditors, and even rebuked
their course to accompany us. This was just them for it, but one of his first men, living in
what we had not wished, and we were most the same house, had caught the word,'' The
thankful that the preacher's house, which we captives have come, and are at your house,"
were seeking, was near that end of the vil- and he immediately left the audience and
lage. We were just wondering whether, after came home. A telegram was soon composed,
all, we were too late, and shouldfindthe gate and our friend went with joyful steps to the
locked against us because the family had gone telegraph office to dispatch it to Salonica,
to the service, when the gate itself was hur- whence it was flashed to our friends in Bulriedly thrown open, and a man and woman garia and America.
came rushing in their stocking-feet to meet A Turkish police-commissioner soon prethe approaching horses. With the tears sented himself, tendering his congratulations
streaming down their faces, and their voices upon our release, and opening up an examichoked with emotion, they tried to bid us wel- nation, which lasted all day. Although an
come. The husband reached up and took us American subject, and therefore not legally
down in his arms from our saddles, while the to be questioned by a Turkish official, I was
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in no mood to desert Mrrf. Tsiika
upon that llrrft day of our freedom. We i-at side by side, and
together answered iiis questions, to which he wrote out in
full the answers. This occupied
all day, while our friends and
their children patiently waited
in the passages outside, and in
other rooms, to gain a glimpse,
or catch even aword, from their
released friends. Little children
OF D R . HOUSE IN SALONICA W H E R E MISS
peered at us from a window set T H E RESIDENCE
STONE S T A Y E D A F T E R HER RELEASE
in the door. When at last the
commissioner took his departure, they all of thick, clustering dark hair, confined under
thronged about us, old and young. They want- the little close cap, whose rows of hemstitched to hear our story, and assured us of their ing were all the ornamentation which we
constant prayers for us. The preacher told us could devise for it in captivity. When we
that the Sabbath evening before nothing could were once more among the family, all hands
quiet their anxiety save to hold a meeting in were outstretched to take our baby, and she
his study, where, with one heart, they had graciously condescended to be passed about
prayed God for our release. Here was the an- among her admirers.
swer to their prayer. They gladly acted upon How delicious was that first meal after our
a suggestion that they should gather again freedom! What a delight to sit once more
on this Sabbath night and hold a service of upon chairs drawn up around that simple but
thanksgiving.
well-spread table! With full hearts we joined
How we enjoyed the opportunity to refresh in the words of our host's thanksgiving. That
ourselves with a bath and the luxury of fresh was a never-to-be-forgotten hour, when with
garments, which our hostess had taken from the preacher and his family, the brethren and
her own supply. When she ushered us into her sisters, the young men and maidens, and even
upper guest chamber, and showed us the im- the little children, we returned thanks to God
provised wash-stand and the change of gar- for His marvelous deliverance. All were tellments for each, we realized that we were in- ing us of the interest and anxiety which had
deed in a home, among friends. Baby Elenchie been felt for us in captivity. We listened with
was for the first time arrayed in one of the wondering ears, and marveled how we could
little dresses and caps v/e had made for her ever have been faithless.
during our captivity. Very sweet looked the Even on that evening we began to receive
little maiden, with her arms freed from those telegrams. The Turkish Government profi'ered
swaddling bands, against whose confinement us an escort to Salonica, which we gratefully
she had sometimes rebelled bitterly. The tiny accepted. We received word, also, that Dr.
face looked most bewitching under its frame House and Mr. Gargiulo of the ransoming
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committee would come for us. This was a
most delightful surprise. There was also a
telegram from the Vali of Salonica, requesting our presence in that city Monday evening.
We were, however, too much exhausted to
journey so soon, and, moreover, had telegraphed to Mrs. Tsilka' s brother to come from
Radovish, about fifteen miles distant from
Strumitza, where he is the preacher. We must
also wait for Dr. House and his party. We
therefore telegraphed to the Vali that we
should reach Salonica Tuesday evening. On
Monday morning the Caimacum of the city,
accompanied by his suite, was announced in
the guest-room. We must respect the powers
that be. Therefore, excusing ourselves from
the waiting company of newly arrived friends,
we entered the guest-room. The Caimacum
and his suite rose respectfully and tendered
us their congratulations upon our release.
Then the Caimacum asked liberty to question
us upon some points which his commissioner
had omitted. Our friend, the preacher, who
interpreted for us, persuaded us that we
had better grant his request. The Caimacum
very considerately proposed that he should
ask his questions, and that all should listen
most carefully to our replies, and that we might
then be free to meet our friends in another
room, while his secretary should write out
the answers in Turkish. We should then be
recalled, these answers read to us for our
approval, and then our signatures would be
asked. This was accordingly done, and when
it transpired that the commissioner the day
before had grievously misunderstood some of
our statements, we were very thankful we
had submitted.
Mrs. Tsilka's brother now arrived, with a
company of his parishioners. The young
teacher whose Bible the brigands had stolen,
and which had been to us such a comfort and
strength, had also come. I took the opportunity to return it to her, although strongly
tempted to ask the privilege of retaining it
as my own. From all of the surrounding villages loving friends came, bringing to us the
same story of their unceasing sympathy. All
through that day the preacher's wife was
compelled to hold a reception on our behalf,
and patiently served each detachment of
guests the inevitable tiny cup of Turkish
coffee in token of their welcome. Finally, her
husband came to call us to the guest-room to
hear the report which the governor's secretary had prepared. Mrs. Tsilka and I listened
carefully to the reading of it, then waited while
it was translated into Bulgarian by our host,
the preacher. He also privately assuredus that

sh

it was perfectly satisfactory in every way, and
Mrs. Tsilka and I affixed our signatures, after
which the governor appended his, and each of
his suite in turn. He also said that the report
of the previous day should be destroyed, because of its many misstatements, while this
report should be the only one forwarded to
his superior officer, the Vali of Salonica. The
party then salaamed, and with many expressions of joy at our release, took their departure.
Late in the afternoon there was a commotion in the street, and word was brought in
that the party from Salonica had arrived.
During the day a telegram had reached me
from Mr. Gargiulo warning me to beware of
newspaper correspondents. In the company
swinging along down that village street we
recognized the well-known form of our beloved associate for many years in missionary
work, Dr. House, and with him a tall, grayhaired man of commanding appearance, whom
we felt must be Mr. Gargiulo, although we had
never before seen him. But who were the
other two? The hasty glance which we gave
satisfied us that one was an English correspondent, and perhaps the second might be
another; so we beat a hasty retreat. The
gentleman of the house took the new arrivals
into the guest-room, and at length there came
a rap at our door, and Dr. House's familiar
voice inquired for us. We at once arose to bid
him welcome. Our voices were choked; our
hearts too full for many words. After he had
given us greetings from hisfamily, and had told
us all he knew concerning our families and
friends, he invited us to meet the rest of his
party. We told him of a caution concerning
correspondents which had been telegraphed
us that day. " There is only one," he said.
" I t is Mr. Maude of the ' London Graphic'
I think it is all right for you to see him."
"But who is the other gentleman with you?"
I asked. "There is no one but Mr. Gargiulo
and our Charlie," he answered. So we went
in with him, Mrs. Tsilka carrying Baby Elenchie, to be introduced to Mr. Gargiulo, and
to thank him, too, as one of the three who had
ransomed us from our late captors. Then we
were introduced to the artist-correspondent.
Could that other young man be Charlie, whom
we left in knee-trousers and blouses when we
went with his family to Paris the previous
May? It was even so, and we gave ourselves
up to the delight of hearing what they could
tell us of what had happened in the world,
but especially of measures taken for our release. Soon other guests were announced,
and again the Turkish Caimacum, with a por-
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tion of his suite, was ushered in, and with
them came the picturesque figure of our Albanian helper of Sabbath morning. With characteristic Eastern shrewdness, he was determined to turn his connection with the released
captives to the best account for himself ;
hence he was seeking some appointment or
emolument from the authorities at the Konak.
He was not satisfied merely with the pecuniary reward which we had given him. We very
willingly testified to the kindness with which
he had rendered us every service which we
had needed at his hands, and hoped that he
might secure that which he coveted from the
government. Our friends soon bade us good
night. Mr. Maude had most considerately
offered me facilities for sending a telegram
with his own, which he was to despatch by
special messenger to the Servian boundary
the next morning. After supper was over,
the preparation of this telegram was my first
care. It was addressed to myyoungestbrother,
who had requested that my first words should
be to him. I wrote it while Mrs. Tsilka talked
with her brother on one side, and sweet Baby
Elenchie and the preacher's baby slept on the
other side in that family sitting-room. .
When it had been despatched, we sought our
chamber, with wearied bodies but happy
hearts. One more duty remained for me before I could sleep—it was to read the bundle
of letters from my own dear family, which
Dr. House had hastily gathered together in
Salonica, from the post which had accumulated for me during the more than six months
of my absence. I read them till the early
morning hours.
But a few hours remained for rest before we
must be again awake to complete our preparations for the last stage of our homeward journey. Very early our friends from the city and
those who had already arrived from villages in
the vicinity, began to crowd into the preacher's home. With difficulty we found time for
breakfast. Nor did the police commissioner
who had examined us on that Sabbath day,
fail to put in an appearance ; to my surprise
and indignation, I saw that he was improving the opportunity to re-examine the young
teachers who had come to visit us, although
they had been examined again and again at
more than one place, during the weeks immediately succeeding their capture and ours. Of
course, this could not be allowed; he was
taking an unwarrantable liberty, and the
teachers were sent elsewhere.
At length our preparations were completed;
the horses had been brought up for the journey ; our escort party had arrived; and the
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whole city gathered to see us off. The last
adieus were finally said, and we were put into
our saddles. They were pack-saddles again, it
is true, but with what different feelings did
we now begin this last remaining ride before reaching the railway and our home and
friends! A village boy had been engaged with
his horse to carry Elenchie. A good deacon
in a village church near by also joined himself to our party. Finally the cavalcade was
in motion. It was stopped, however, at one
or two points, while Mr. Maude photographed
it for the " Graphic."
A characteristic incident of our departure
was the handing to me of the following letter,
from the head of the Greek community in
Strumitza. It was written in Greek.
DEAR PEOPLE IN DARKNESS :

As you leave Strumitza, where you received your release, do not forget that the largest part of the population, the Greek, has followed your sufferings with great
sympathy and has been very indignant toward those villains who captured you. Now, as you are free, you will go
to many parts of the civilized world, and will tell your
story of suffering. You will remember this country by
both, suffering and joy. Now you will meet many distinguished persons, and if any one wishes to immortalize his
or her name in connection with Strumitza, let him accept
the dignity as head of our Greek community here, and
build schools for 500 students. Thirty years ago our
schools were burned, and now we have no buildings for
them. We beg of you, in the name of your freedom and
adventures while in captivity, not to forget this, our petition.

As we reached the outskirts of the city, our
Protestant friends gathered in a group, and
there were wafted to us the sweet tones of the
well-loved hymn of parting, "God be with
you till we meet again." Then the throng dispersed, and we continued our journey under
the Turkish military escort provided by the
Governor.
For a time Mr. Gargiulo rode by me, and
tried to give me the information which I was
so eager to receive, of the measures which
had been taken for our release, but my slowfooted animal refused to keep pace with his,
and he finally pressed on toward the head of
the line. It was a clear, sunny, glorious morning, and we enjoyed unspeakably the sense
of freedom to rejoice in its brightness, and
to journey at our own sweet wills. After a
little rest and light refreshments at a Turkish guard-house on the top of the mountain,
there was a glad surprise for us, but most
of all for Mrs. Tsilka. Two young men were
approaching with long, gladsome steps. She
did not see them until her husband came beside her. Over that blessed meeting between
the long-separated and long-suffering husband and wife, and the first meeting of that
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father with his daughter, we may well draw
the veil. Mr. Tsilka's
companion was a Mr.
Holway, who with his
wife had been added
to our mission circle
T~-->r-.
in Salonica during the
,^k
time of our captivity."
We now met for the
first time. Mrs. Tsilka
X f A^rJfl. *'*
--/
had been terribly cast
\ '^•^,^^^--.«to«iiJS®i2»-.down by a rumor that
when we were released her husband
would be thrown into
prison. In vain we
tried to persuade her
that it could not be so.
She had refused to be
comforted; but here
now was the husband,
walking by the side of
her horse, and carrying his daughter in
his arms. It was sunset before we reached
the station. We
p r e p a r e d Baby
Elenchie for her
first railway journey, putting over
her swaddling
clothes the pretty
c l o a k which a
young missionary
mother had sent
for her use from
her own baby's
wardrobe, and tying a dainty silk
MISS STONE IN F R O N T OF HER HOME IN SALONICA A F T E R HER RANSOM
cap over her head
Both Mrs. Tsilka and I had our brigand suits, corning our captivity and reported release.
as we called the clothes which we had fashioned Truly we were fast learning how universal
from the homespun the brigands had provided the interest in our case had been. When we
for us, but we covered them with cloaks which arrived in Salonica late that evening there
had been thoughtfully brought to us from were gathered not only the remaining memSalonica, and we also wore hats and veils. bers of the missionary households, the AmeriWe fondly deceived ourselves that we should can Vice-Consul, Mr. P. H. Lazzaro, and his
escape observation. What was our surprise wife, but also the Presbyterian pastor and his
when, almost immediately after the train had wife, and many friends from the foreign resistarted, a gentleman came to our compart- dents, correspondents from various parts of
ment who addressed me in excellent English, the world, and a throng of people of differand calling me by name inquired if I would ent nationalities, all eager to catch a glimpse
like to read the latest Paris edition of the of the long-lost captives. Tears and smiles
New York " Herald," at the same time pass struggled together upon our faces.
ing it to me. This was the first paper we had Soon we were safe in the mission-residence
seen, and there upon its first page was a large under the folds of the Stars and Stripes
picture of myself, and a column of items con- which there welcomed us to their protection.
• ^ - ,

nw^-.
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When we had become a little quieted after
the exuberance of the welcome home, and
while Consul Lazzaro and his wife were still
with us, Dr. House proposed that we join in
a prayer of thanksgiving for the successful termination of this experience which had
been so terrible for all who had been concerned in it, and for our safe return. With
happy, grateful hearts we all recognized this
most appropriate recognition of the loving
hand of our God, who alone had made possible
that happy hour.
At the request of the Vali of Salonica, and
in company with Mr. Gargiulo, Dr. House,
and Vice-Consul Lazzaro, I made a call the
following day upon His Excellency, who received us with the utmost kindness.
It soon became clear that it would be necessary for me to avail myself of the permission
granted by the American board to return to
the United States. After an exceedingly busy
month in Salonica among my missionary associates, as the guest of Dr. and Mrs. House
(who also extended their hospitality and the
protection of the Stars and Stripes to Mr. and
Mrs. Tsilka and their little Ellen), I took a
very quiet departure from Salonica in company with Mr. Ray Stannard Baker, one of
the editors of MCCLURE'S MAGAZINE. It was
a sad separation from the little circle of missionary friends, and a terrible heart-wrench
to leave " o u r baby" and her mother, for
we had so long been everything to each
other.
The first chapter merely in this strange experience of captivity was closed by our release. There remains for the Government of
our United States to determine what shall
now be done toward bringing the perpetrators of this outrage to Justice, and securing
from the government within whose domains
it was perpetrated due satisfaction. Our entire
party was provided with Turkish passports
which certainly should guarantee safety in
traveling through Turkey. We were captured
in Macedonia, a province of Turkey; the bandits -were unquestionably Turkish subjects;
they held us in Turkey; the ransom was paid
there; and we were released in Turkey. These
are the bare facts in the case. Had Turkey ever
fulfilled her promise, made twenty-four years
ago in the Treaty of Berlin, to introduce reforms for the betterment of the various
Christian nations ruled over by her, Macedonia might not be overrun and terrorized as
now it is by brigands, and this strange spectacle of women kidnapped by them and held
in the heart of the Balkan peninsula for an
exorbitant ransom might never have been
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written upon the opening pages of the first
and second years of the twentieth century.
Minister John A. M. Leishman finally sujamitted to the State Department at Washington his oflicial report, made up from the
reports of all whom he had summoned to his assistance in solving the mystery of our whereabouts and in ransoming us—a document
of three hundred pages. Secretary Hay
referred to it, when I had the privilege of
meeting him at his home last May, as a document revealing the heart-breaking nature
of the work to which all the diplomats and
their associates, missionary and native, had
for so long a time given their unwearied endeavors. When Consul-General Charles M.
Dickinson of Constantinople had paid a brief
visit to Salonica during the first week after
our release, his words were a revelation of
the whole-souled, self-sacrificing labors which
he and everybody connected with him in his
mission to Bulgaria to negotiate for our ransom at Sophia had put forth. No one had
spared himself. It was their rule, he said, to
work not only all of every day, but far into
the night; to follow up every clue; to spare
neither money nor expense to bring to a successful issue the great commission entrusted,
first to the consular service, then to the embassy, by the great heart of the American
nation, namely, the finding of the captives
who were hidden for such an unprecedented
length of captivity in the wilds of Macedonia.
Consul-Gene»al Dickinson told me also of
five or six letters which he had written and
sent to me by the hand of that brigand who
went to Sophia repeatedly to negotiate with
him. None of these did I ever receive. Indeed,
the brigand tried to make me believe that
Consul-General Dickinson was utterly indifferent to our case, stating that no letter had
ever been given him for us. It was but one of
the many lies they told us.
During the more than three-quarters of a
century since missionary work has been begun
in Turkey,. although at least three missionaries had been shot down by brigands, this
was the only.instance, in which one had been
taken captive by them. The patient, unremitting, and loving endeavors put forth by the
nation and its representatives, in deepest
sympathy with the captives themselves and
the family of one who was an American
woman, were, with God's blessing, crowned
with success. With unspeakable gratitude in
our hearts, we take up the song of praise
voiced by Secretary Judson Smith, of the
American Board. "Thank God they are saved,
and all have helped to save them!"
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